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ABSTRACT

Digital certificates are employed in existing classical certification systems to certify

the public keys of the users. In this thesis, a new certification scheme, which is called

nested certification, is proposed. In simple terms, a nested certificate is defined as a

certificate to certify another certificate. The nested certification scheme brings out a new

certificate verification method, called subject certificate verification. Nested certificates

can be used together with classical certificates in the Public Key Infrastructures (PKIs).

Such a PKI, which is called Nested certificate based PKI (NPKI), is proposed in this thesis

also. Moreover, it is shown in this thesis that subject certificate verification and the

verification of certificate paths in NPKI have the same confidence as the classical

cryptographic certificate and certificate path verification methods. Nested certificates give

less assurance than the classical certificates and no trust assumptions are necessary to issue

them. In this way, the certificate issuers and verifiers of NPKI become more flexible.

In this thesis, analytical and simulation based performance analyses are also carried

out, in order to show the nested certification overhead and the efficiency improvement in

certificate and certificate path verification. These analyses show that the subject certificate

verification method and the usage of nested certificates in NPKI significantly improve the

verification times as compared to cryptographic certificate and certificate path verification

methods. The disadvantage of nested certification in NPKI is the overhead of a large

number of nested certificate issuances, for the cases where nested certification is enforced.

However, this overhead is acceptable in order to have quickly verifiable certificate paths.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Public key cryptosystems [1] are used extensively in network security and

authentication applications. One of the most important reasons behind this popularity is the

ease of key distribution in public key cryptography. The public-private key pairs are

created by the owner of the key. The private keys are used to decrypt messages and

digitally sign information, therefore, they must be kept secret. On the other hand, the

public keys are used to encrypt messages and to verify digital signatures. Since these

operations can be carried out by anyone, the public keys can be known by everyone. This

characteristic of public key cryptosystems makes the key distribution less difficult

compared to conventional cryptosystems. However, there are still some public key

distribution problems in public key cryptosystems.

There are two types of problems regarding the public key distribution: (i) the media

for the distribution, (ii) correctness of the public keys. Employing some global directories

that contain the public keys and related information has solved the first problem.

International Telecommunications Union (ITU) certification standard X.509 [2] uses

X.500 [3] directories for public key publishing. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [4,5] uses

public key servers, which contain the public keys along with the identities.

The second problem related to the public key distribution is more important than the

first one. Since the public-private key pairs are created by the owners themselves, there

should be a mechanism to introduce them as valid users to other users. The rationale for

this requirement is to avoid name spoofing. A public key owner may introduce him/herself

with a different name and the other users of the application may consider that the user is in

fact the person he/she is claiming to be, however he/she may not be that person.

The general practice to avoid name spoofing is to use some trusted entities to

introduce the users to the system. These trusted introducers digitally sign the binding

between the public key and the real identity of a user. The application partners verify the
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signature of the introducer over that binding using the introducer’s public key and make

sure about the validity of the public key of the user. Such a system can work if and only if

the introducer is a trusted entity for the verifier and the verifier knows the introducer’s

public key, because otherwise the verifier cannot verify and comment on the signature of

the introducer on the identity - public key binding of the user. This digitally signed

information, which contains the public key of a person with the identity information and

some managerial details, is called the certificate and the introducer is called the

Certification Authority (CA).

It is obvious that single CA is not sufficient for a network with large number of

users. Therefore, there must be several CAs throughout the global network. Moreover,

there must be a certificate network to connect the CAs and other users. Such a network is

called a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). In that way, the users, who have certificates from

different CAs, will be able to verify each other’s certificates. In order to find out the

correct public key of a target user, the verifier may follow a certificate path with several

certificates. Each certificate on this path is verified to find out the public key of the next

CA and each public key is used to verify the next certificate. The verifier has to know the

public key of the first CA and has to trust all the CAs of the path.

The classical certification systems, like X.509 and PGP, use public key cryptography

in order to digitally sign and verify the certificates. Public key cryptography operations are

time inefficient. Moreover, to verify the certificate of a target user, all of the certificates of

a certificate path must be verified one by one. The verifier only wants to find out the

correct public key of the target entity, but it has to verify the certificates of all the

intermediary CAs of the path and find out their public keys to reach the target entity. This

is, actually, an unnecessary process and degrades the time efficiency of the verification.

In a X.509 based PKI, there are two types of users, which are the CAs and the end

users. The CAs issue certificates to other CAs and the end users, but the end users cannot

issue certificates. Similarly, there are two types of certificates. These are the certificates

towards CAs and the certificates towards end users. The X.509 standard allows CAs to
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restrict the usage of a certified public key to a specific action. In other words, a limited

authorization is possible via X.509 certificates. This would be sufficient for the end user

certificates, however, the CAs may want to enforce further restrictions within CA

certificates. For example, a CA, say CA1, wants to issue a certificate to another CA, but

CA1 also requires to enforce that the public key within this certificate should be useful only

to verify specific certificates. This type of certificate based restriction cannot be realized

using classical X.509 certificates.

One way of improving the certificate path verification time is to verify the public key

of the user to be certified via a certificate path and issue a direct classical certificate for it.

In this way, the verifiers who want to find out the public key of that user can quickly verify

the direct classical certificate instead of following a certificate path. There are three

shortcomings for the application of such an approach. One of them is the fact that all of the

CAs on the certificate path must be trusted in order to verify the path and issue a direct

certificate. Even if one of the CAs is not trusted, the path cannot be verified and the direct

certificate cannot be issued. The second shortcoming is the strict hierarchical structures of

some PKIs. Direct certificate issuance spoils the hierarchical structures of those PKIs.

Therefore, such PKIs do not allow direct certificate issuance. The third shortcoming is the

increase in the number of certificates.

1.1. Contribution of the Thesis

In this thesis, nested certification scheme is proposed as the partial solution to the

above shortcomings of the classical certification systems. The certificates issued in this

scheme are named as nested certificates. A nested certificate is used to certify another, say

subject, certificate. Therefore, it can be considered as “a certificate for another certificate”.

The subject certificate can be a classical or another nested certificate. The basic idea

behind nested certification is to delegate the subject certificate signature verification

responsibility to the nested certificate issuer. In this way, the signature over the subject

certificate can be verified via a nested certificate. Moreover, the verifier need not know or
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find out the public key of the subject certificate issuer. This verification method is a

consequence of nested certification and named as subject certificate verification. In this

thesis, it is shown that the subject certificate verification method has the same confidence

as the cryptographic certificate verification method. The subject certificate verification

method does not use public key cryptography operations, if there is a legitimate nested

certificate for the subject certificate. Therefore, it is more efficient than classical public key

cryptography based certificate verification.

A nested certificate is issued for an existing subject certificate. Therefore, nested

certificate issuer gives assurance for a single action of the subject certificate issuer. In this

way, certificate based restriction can be performed. Moreover, trust information is not

conveyed within a nested certificate and the nested certificate issuer does not guarantee the

correctness of the information within the subject certificate. The nested certificate issuer

only guarantees the legitimacy of the signature over the subject certificate and conveys this

information to the verifiers. Therefore, in order to issue a nested certificate, the nested

certificate issuer need not trust anyone even the subject certificate issuer. In this way, the

nested certificates become an alternative to direct classical certificates and they can be

issued where the direct certification is not possible because of lack of trust.

Nested certificates are not designed to replace all the functions of the classical

certificates. On the contrary, nested certificates are designed to improve the performance

and flexibility of the classical certificate usage. Therefore, both classical and nested

certificates can be used together in PKIs and certificate paths. In this thesis, a Nested

certificate based PKI (NPKI) is proposed also. Two basic NPKI construction models are

proposed in the thesis. Both models allow nested certification as well as classical

certification. The first model is called the free certification model. This model suggests an

organic growth from zero. In this model, every CA is free to choose classical or nested

certificates to issue. There is no enforcement. The second model is called the transition

from existing PKI model. In this model, there is systematic nested certification

enforcement. Every CA issues nested certificates to the certificates that are issued by its

neighbors in the PKI.
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The certificates are verified via certificate paths in NPKI. The certificate paths that

are formed by using the free certification model are called as NPKI certificate paths. The

NPKI certificate paths contain both classical and nested certificates and the last certificate

must be a classical one. In a NPKI certificate path, the successor certificates of the nested

certificates are verified by using the subject certificate verification method. Other

certificates are verified by using the public key cryptography based classical method. The

certificate paths that are extracted from a NPKI, which is formed by using the transition

from an existing PKI model, are called as nested certificate paths. In a nested certificate

path, all of the certificates except the last one are nested certificates. Only the first nested

certificate of a nested certificate path is verified cryptographically, other certificates are

verified using the subject certificate verification method. In this thesis, it is also shown that

the verification of a classical certificate via NPKI/nested certificate path verification

methods has the same confidence as the cryptographic verification of the same certificate.

Since the subject certificate verification method is more efficient than the

cryptographic certificate verification method, the usage of nested certificates on certificate

paths is expected to improve the NPKI/nested certificate path verification time as

compared to the classical certificate paths of the same length. The only overhead of the

nested certification may be the increase in the number of certificates to convert an existing

PKI into NPKI.

In this thesis, analytical and simulation based performance evaluations are carried

out to show the efficiency improvement in the verification processes and the nested

certification overhead in NPKI. These efficiency analyses are performed for the subject

certificate verification method and the NPKI/nested certificate path verification methods.

These analyses show that the subject certificate verification method performs significantly

better than the cryptographic certificate verification method. The speed-up factor is

between 8 to 3000, depending on the certificate size, cryptosystems and hash functions

used. However, the speed-up factors for the NPKI and nested certificate path verification

methods are smaller than the speed-up factor of subject certificate verification. The reason

is that one or more cryptographic certificate verifications must be performed in these paths.
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The speed-up factor is largely dependent on the number of nested certificates on the path.

Other factors that effect the relative improvement are the cryptosystems, hash functions

used and the average certificate size of the path. Nevertheless, the improvement is still

remarkable. For example, the speed-up factor for nested certificate path verification

method ranges between 1.87 and 8.83 for nested certificate paths with 1 to 8 nested

certificates.

Moreover, the trade-off between the nested certification overhead and the efficiency

improvement in the transition from existing PKI model is also analyzed. This analysis has

shown that the usage of nested certificates significantly improves the verification time.

However, the nested certification overhead is also quite high for the certification

authorities, but acceptable to have faster verification.

1.2. Structure of the Thesis

In Section 2, an overview of the network security mechanisms is given. Moreover,

the digital certificate concept is detailed there. A literature survey on existing certificate

systems, PKIs and nested signatures are also given in this section.

Section 3 deals with nested certificates and nested certificate paths. The structure,

issuance and verification methods of nested certificates are explained in this section. The

subject certificate verification method is also given there. The nested certificate paths are

also introduced in this section and the nested certificate path verification method is

described. The characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of nested certificates are also

detailed in this section. Moreover, it is proven that the subject certificate verification

method has the same confidence as the cryptographic certificate verification method. A

similar proof is given for the nested certificate path verification method also.
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In Section 4, NPKI is detailed. The general characteristics, structure and certificate

path processing in NPKI are given in this section. The transition from an existing PKI to

NPKI is detailed also. Moreover, X.509 conformance issues for nested certificates and

NPKI are described here.

Performance evaluation of nested certificates is given in Section 5. In this section,

both analytical and simulation based performance analyses are given. The efficiency

improvement in subject certificate verification, NPKI certificate path verification and the

nested certificate path verification methods are analyzed in this section. Moreover, the

nested certification overhead is also analyzed and the trade-off between this overhead and

efficiency improvement is interpreted.

Section 6 gives the conclusions of the thesis and some possible future works that can

be carried out to improve the current status of this study.
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2. OVERVIEW OF NETWORK SECURITY AND CERTIFICATION

SYSTEMS

Digital certification is closely related to network security requirements and

cryptographic security mechanisms. In this section, an overview of these mechanisms is

given and the existing digital certification approaches are detailed.

2.1. Introduction to Network Security Systems

The data sent over computer networks are sensitive to attacks by several forms of

intruders. This is because of the sensitivity of the applications that run over computer

networks, such as banking, accounting, auditing, electronic payment and electronic voting.

These applications should run over the network in a robust manner such that no person can

perform an unauthorized transaction. Therefore, it is essential to construct a security

system for computer networks in order to protect the data during their transmission and

discard the effects of intruders. In this subsection, some important potential threats and

security mechanisms against these threats are discussed.

2.1.1. Threats

1. Data interception: The observation and/or recording of user data by an unauthorized

user during a communication.

2. Data manipulation: The alteration, insertion, deletion or misordering of user data by

an unauthorized user during a communication.
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3. Masquerade: Pretence by a user to be a different user in order to gain access to private

information or to acquire additional privileges.

4. Repudiation: The denial by a user of having participated in part or all of a

communication. For example, the denial of sending of an e-mail message.

2.1.2. Services and Mechanisms

The security services and mechanisms that provide solutions to above threats are

given below.

1. Data Confidentiality: This service provides protection of user data from unauthorized

disclosure. Therefore, it is used as the solution to data interception. This service can be

realized by using encipherment. Encipherment is the transformation of an original

message, called plaintext, into a form such that only the intended recipient can restore

the plaintext. Cryptographic operations are used for encipherment, as will be discussed

in Section 2.3.1.

2. Authentication: This service is the process of peer-to-peer identity verification in a

communication. In a networking environment, mostly the receiver wants to verify the

identity of the sender. However, there are some cases where both parties want to verify

each other's identity mutually. Authentication is the solution for the masquerade threat.

The realization of this service is possible by using cryptographic operations, as will be

discussed in Section 2.3.2.

3. Non-repudiation: This service prevents the sender from denying a transmitted

message. Thus, when a message is sent, the receiver can prove that the message was in

fact sent by the alleged sender. This is the solution for repudiation threat. The

difference between authentication and non-repudiation is that in non-repudiation, the
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receiver must be able to prove the fact to a third party as well as the sender. However,

in authentication, assurance between sender and receiver is enough. The non-

repudiation service can be realized by using digital signatures. The digital signature

mechanism will be overviewed in Section 2.3.3.

4. Data Integrity: This service provides solution for the data manipulation threat by

putting some extra data dependent and unforgeable information within the transmitted

data. In this way, any malicious modification can be located. The systems that provide

authentication, non-repudiation or confidentiality also satisfy the integrity requirement

as will be discussed in Section 2.3.

2.2. Cryptographic Operations

The network security solutions are based on cryptography. Cryptography [1] is the

science of secret information processing. Moreover, it can be used for authentication and

digital signatures. In this section, the cryptographic operations that will be referred often in

the forthcoming sections are overviewed.

Cryptographic systems are based on two different groups of algorithms. One of them

is called conventional algorithms, they are also known as private key algorithms and

symmetric algorithms. The second group of algorithms is called public key algorithms or

asymmetric algorithms. These algorithms are used for confidentiality, authentication and

digital signatures as will be overviewed in Section 2.3. Hash algorithms are used to create

a unique fingerprint of a message. They are mostly involved in integrity control.
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2.2.1. Conventional Cryptosystems

In conventional algorithms, the encryption and the decryption keys are the same or

each of them can be obtained from each other easily. Therefore, the key used in decryption

and encryption processes should be kept as a secret between the communicating parties.

Moreover, this key must be distributed between the sender and the receiver via a secure

channel before data transmission. The conventional approach is the classical approach in

cryptography and its history started in Ancient Rome. In today’s world, the most widely

used private key algorithms are the Data Encryption Standard (DES) [6] by National

Information Standards Institute (NIST), International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA)

[7,8] by Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, RC5 [9] and RC2 [10] by RSA Labs.

2.2.2. Public Key Cryptosystems

Public key cryptography became popular after the revolutionary paper of Diffie and

Hellman [11]. In public key algorithms, the encryption key and the corresponding

decryption key are created by the key owner and they are different. Moreover, it is

practically impossible to obtain the decryption key from the encryption key. Therefore, the

encryption key, which is also known as public key, can be made public, but the decryption

key, which is also known as private key, should be kept secret. The encryption and the

decryption processes are just inverses of each other. Generally, conventional algorithms

are faster than the public key algorithms. However, public key algorithms are more secure.

The most widely used public key algorithm is by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman and

known as the RSA algorithm [12]. The cryptographic strength of this algorithm is based on

the difficulty of the factorization of large numbers. The encryption and decryption methods

use modular exponentiations in this algorithm. Therefore, it is slow. This algorithm is

characterized by the modulus of the key. Larger modulus increases the strength of the

method.
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2.2.3. One-way Hash Functions

Hash functions are used to calculate hashes (also known as message digests) of

messages. A hash function takes a variable length message as input and produces fixed size

hash. The hash functions are one-way functions, such that it is infeasible to find out a

message given the corresponding hash value. Moreover, it is also infeasible to find two

messages with the same hash value. The hash functions are mostly used for integrity

control in authentication and digital signature protocols. These functions are also used for

integrity control in nested certificates.

A good overview of hash functions is given in [13]. The most widely used hash

functions are Message Digest 4 (MD4) [14], Message Digest 5 (MD5) [15] and Secure

Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-1) [16]. MD4 and MD5 algorithms were developed by Rivest.

SHA-1 algorithm was developed by NIST. The MD4 and MD5 algorithms produce 128-bit

hashes, SHA-1 algorithm produces 160-bit hashes. Therefore, SHA-1 is more secure, but

slower than MD4 and MD5.

2.3. The Use of Cryptography in Network Security

The network security services that are described in Section 2.1.2 can be realized

using cryptographic operations. In this section, the general characteristics of these

realizations are described.

2.3.1. Confidentiality

In conventional cryptosystems, confidentiality is achieved by encrypting plaintext

using a shared secret key. In this way, a ciphertext is produced and it is sent to the receiver.

The receiver decrypts the ciphertext and restores the original plaintext. Since only the
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sender and the receiver know this key, no other party can see the plaintext while in transit.

This model is shown in Figure 2.1.

Plaintext E

K

Ciphertext D

K

Plaintext

E Encryption Process
D Decryption Process
K Shared Secret Key

SENDER RECEIVER

EK(M)

Figure 2.1. Confidentiality by using conventional cryptosystem

In public key cryptosystems, different keys are used for encryption and decryption.

The sender uses the public key of the receiver to encrypt the plaintext. The receiver uses its

own private key to decrypt the ciphertext and restore the plaintext. Since only the receiver

knows the private key, nobody can see the plaintext during transmission. Here, it is

assumed that the sender knows the correct public key of the receiver. This model is shown

in Figure 2.2.

Plaintext E

KUr

Ciphertext D

KRr

Plaintext

E Encryption Process
D Decryption Process
KUr Receiver’s public key
KRr Receiver’s private key

SENDER RECEIVER

EKU (M)r

Figure 2.2. Confidentiality by using public key cryptosystem
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2.3.2. Authentication

A simple message authentication scheme, which is based on conventional

cryptosystem, is shown in Figure 2.3. This scheme also checks for the integrity of the

message. In this scheme, the sender computes the hash of the plaintext and encrypts this

hash using the shared key. Then, the sender concatenates the plaintext and the encrypted

hash and sends them to the receiver. The receiver decrypts the encrypted hash using the

shared key and recalculates the hash from the plaintext. Then, the verifier compares the

decrypted hash with the recalculated hash. If they are the same, then the receiver concludes

that the plaintext is actually sent by the sender. The reason behind this conclusion is the

fact that the encrypted hash can only be created by the sender. In this method, the integrity

of the plaintext is also checked automatically by the comparison at the end, because if the

plaintext was modified during the transmission, then the comparison could not yield

equality.

Plaintext

E

K

D

K

Plaintext

E Encryption Process
D Decryption Process
K Shared Secret Key
H Hash function

Concatenation

SENDER RECEIVER

H

EK[H(plaintext)]

H

compare

 | |

Figure 2.3. Authentication by using conventional cryptosystem

The authentication scheme, which uses a public key cryptosystem, is similar to above

scheme with the exception of encryption and decryption keys. This scheme is shown in

Figure 2.4. In this scheme, the sender encrypts the hash using its own private key and

receiver uses the corresponding public key of the sender for verification. Since the sender’s
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private key is known only by the sender, the only entity that can create the encrypted hash

is itself. The receiver uses this fact to ensure the authenticity of the plaintext. Moreover,

the integrity of the plaintext is also assured by this method. This method is used for digital

signatures also, as will be described in Section 2.3.3.

Plaintext

E

KRs

D

KUs

Plaintext

E Encryption Process
D Decryption Process
KRs Sender’s private key
KUs Sender’s public key
H Hash function

Concatenation

SENDER RECEIVER

H

EKR  [H(plaintext)]

H

compares

Figure 2.4. Authentication and digital signatures by using public key cryptosystem

The simple authentication schemes described above are just two basic models to

achieve one-way authentication, in which only the receiver authenticates the sender.

Another issue regarding authentication is the mutual authentication in which two parties

authenticate each other. Moreover, a complete authentication system must also solve two

other basic problems. These problems are the replay and the key distribution problems.

The replay problem is basically the problem of recording a message and resending it at a

later time by a malicious intruder. A complete authentication system must take precautions

to such replay attacks. Gong has detailed some other issues regarding the replay problem in

[17].

The two basic message authentication schemes described above assume that the

necessary keys are obtained by the sender and the receiver a priori. That is, the sender and

the receiver have agreed on a key, K, before the communication in the former scheme.

Similarly, it is assumed that the receiver has obtained the public key of the sender in the
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latter scheme. Similar problems are valid for the confidentiality models that have been

given in Section 2.3.1. This problem is the key distribution problem. A complete

authentication system should also solve the key distribution problem.

The general tendency is to link authentication and key distribution, since key

distribution is the prerequisite of authentication. Indeed, there are several mutual

authentication protocols that contain solutions to the replay and key distribution problems

as in [18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,2]. Key distribution is a side product of most of

these protocols. Moreover, there are some other mechanisms for only secure key

distribution. Diffie-Hellman key exchange mechanism [11], which uses public key

cryptography, is the first and most popular such mechanism. A comprehensive discussion

on key distribution and management is given by Fumy and Landrock in [30].

Some of the authentication protocols, which distribute conventional keys as session

keys, are given in [18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25]. They all use mutually trusted third parties for

authentication and key distribution. In these protocols, the registration of the entities at

those trusted authorities before the authentication steps is a must, since each entity must

have a key for the secret communication between the authority and itself during the

protocol. These keys are established or exchanged at the registration time.

Some other authentication and key distribution protocols are based on distribution of

public keys [26,27,28,29,2]. These protocols also use trusted third parties and require prior

registration. The public key distribution problem will be discussed in Section 2.3.4 in more

detail.

2.3.3. Digital Signatures

Digital signature is the mechanism for the non-repudiation requirement. A digital

signature is a piece of data obtained from the message sent. This data must be able to be
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created only by the actual sender. The receiver or any other third party must not be able to

forge the digital signature. This requirement makes the authentication scheme with

conventional cryptosystems, which is explained by Figure 2.3 in Section 2.3.2, useless to

obtain digital signatures. In order to use conventional cryptosystems for digital signatures,

on-line trusted third parties must be involved in the protocols. Therefore, the use of

conventional cryptosystems for digital signatures is not practical. On the other hand, it is

possible to obtain digital signatures without having trusted third parties by employing

public key cryptography. An overview of digital signature methods is given in [31].

The authentication model given in Figure 2.4 also satisfies the digital signature

requirements, since the encrypted hash can be created only by the sender. The hash is

encrypted using the private key of the sender and this key is known only by the sender. The

encrypted hash serves as a digital signature over the plaintext. The digital signatures

obtained in this manner are plaintext dependent. A new hash calculation and encryption is

necessary for each message signed. In the verification phase, the receiver uses the public

key of the sender in order to decrypt hash. The receiver recomputes the hash from the

plaintext once more. If the outcomes of these two steps match, then the receiver concludes

that the signature over the plaintext is legitimate. This verification can actually be

performed by anyone who knows the correct public key the sender. That means, the digital

signatures are not specific to receivers.

The public key cryptosystems used for digital signatures are the RSA [12] and the

Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) cryptosystems. The DSA cryptosystem is described in

Digital Signature Standard (DSS) [32] by NIST. This algorithm is a variant of El Gamal

algorithm [33]. The security of DSA is directly related to the size of the key. The size of

the signatures produced by this algorithm is not dependent on the key and the message

size. The signatures have two 160-bit parts. On the other hand, the size of the signatures

produced using RSA algorithm is the same as the key modulus size.
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2.3.4. Key Distribution in Public Key Cryptosystems and Certificates

In the digital signature scheme described above, it is assumed that the receiver has

obtained the public key of the sender beforehand. Similarly, the sender must know the

public key of the receiver to achieve confidentiality using public key cryptosystem. At the

first glance, the distribution of the public keys does not seem to be as difficult as

conventional key distribution, since the public keys are not secret and can be transmitted

over the insecure networks. However, there is still public key distribution problem here.

The solution of Diffie and Hellman [11] to this problem is to use commonly accessible

“Public Files” in which each entity puts its public key. Diffie and Hellman also stated that

such files must be protected from unauthorized modification. Indeed, nowadays it is

possible to download the public key of an entity from a publicly accessible bulletin boards

and directories via WWW, FTP or another data transfer protocol. Alternatively, the public

key owner may send its public key via electronic mail. However, these public key sources

may be vulnerable to tampering and/or modification in the transmission time.

Suppose an entity A wants to obtain the correct public key of B. If B hands in its

public key to A personally by verifying its identity, then B can make sure that this public

key really belongs to A. However, A cannot make sure about the correctness of the public

key of B, if A gets it over the network. The claimed public key may actually belong to

another entity C, since there is no guaranteed binding between public key and the identity

of its owner within a public key. In this way, C can masquerade as B. This problem is

called as name spoofing problem. This is another important problem that was not discussed

by Diffie and Hellman in [11]. The possible harms of name spoofing are the followings.

1. Suppose C has intercepted the encrypted messages from A to B. A has encrypted these

messages using the fake public key of B. However, this public key actually belongs to

C. Moreover, C knows the corresponding private key. Therefore, C is now capable of

decrypting these messages.
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2. Suppose B has digitally signed a message using its private key and sent it to A. Since

B’s public key that A knows is not the correct one, A cannot verify the signature over

the message, even if it is legitimate.

There is another problem in public key distribution, even if A gets the public key of B

personally. The aim of the digital signatures is to prevent non-repudiation. However, non-

repudiation may not be satisfied always using the digital signatures in above manner. As an

example case consider the following scenario. Suppose, A gets the public key of B

personally and makes sure about its correctness. Later B signs a message and sends it to A.

A verifies the signature using the public key of B. Then, B repudiates sending such a signed

message and argues that the public key that A used does not belong to itself. Now, A must

be able to prove to a third party that it used the correct public key of B for verification.

However, A cannot prove this fact, since it has no evidence to show to a third party.

In order to solve these problems, a trusted third party must be involved in the system.

Popek and Kline [26] proposed a method in which a trusted third party distributes the

public keys of A and B to B and A respectively. In this method, it is assumed that the

trusted third party holds the correct public keys of A and B. Moreover, everyone knows the

correct public key of the trusted third party. In order to distribute the public key of A to B,

the trusted third party digitally signs both the identity and the public key of A and sends

this signed information to B. The same method is applied to distribute the public key of B

to A. The entities make sure about the correctness of the public keys of each other, since

they are able to verify the signature of the trusted third party. Moreover, an entity, say A,

cannot later repudiate its correct public key, since the signature of the trusted third party

over the public key of A is the evidence for B to prove that it has the correct public key.

The overhead of above method is the on-line availability necessity of the trusted third

party. Therefore, it has not been accepted widely and has not been implemented. An

alternative approach is the certification mechanism. As discussed in [34,35,36], the

certification mechanism is first suggested by Kohnfelder in 1978. A certificate is a

digitally signed binding between the identity and the public key of an entity. Certificate
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content contains the public key, the identity of the certificate owner and some managerial

information. This content is digitally signed by a trusted Certification Authority (CA) and

this signature is appended to the certificate content in order to issue a certificate. The

digital signature method described in Section 2.3.3 is used.

The certificates are created on demand. An entity B, who wants to have a certificate,

first creates a private-public key pair. B keeps the private key and takes the public key to

the CA. The CA first validates the identity of B via some printed documents, like an

identity card or driving licence. Then, the CA issues the certificate for B. This is an off-line

process such that the CA need not to be available during the further communication

between B and another entity A. The certificates are created once and they can be used to

find out the public keys several times. The certificates can be obtained directly from the

certificate owner or from publicly accessible bulletin boards. It is important to point out

that the certificate distribution need not be secure, but has to be authentic. If another entity

A wants to find out the correct public key of B, then first A obtains the certificate of B.

Next, A tries to verify the signature, which is issued by the CA, over the certificate of B. A

has to know the public key of the CA in order to verify this signature. If the verification is

successful and A trusts CA, then A finds out the correct public key of B: A should trust the

CA considering that the CA is an honest entity and does not issue certificates to entities

who are unknown to CA. Therefore, CAs are considered as the trusted third parties in the

certification systems.

For a small environment a single CA may suffice. However, for larger networks, like

the Internet, there must be numerous CAs. Moreover, there must be a network of

certificates to connect the CAs and consequently, the users certified by the CAs. In this

way, the users, who have certificates from different CAs, can verify each other’s

certificates. The certificate network of CAs is called the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).

In order to verify a certificate and to find out the public key of the target entity B, the

verifier A must know the correct public key of the CA for the certificate of B. If A does not

know it, then it has to verify the certificate for that CA. To do so, A has to know the public
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key of the CA of the CA of B. This loop goes on until A is faced with a certificate that it

can directly verify (i.e., it knows the public key of the corresponding CA). The certificates

in that loop constitute a path, which is called certificate path. This path is a directed one

and the starting point is a CA of which A knows the public key and the ending point is B.

In this path, each certificate is verified to find out the public key of the next CA and each

public key is used to verify the next certificate. The certificates of such a path are drawn

from the PKI.

The certificate concept introduced here will be so called classical certificate and the

certification authorities will be called as classical certification authorities. The reason for

this renaming is to differentiate between the classical certificates and the nested

certificates, which is the contribution of this thesis.

2.4. Classical Certificate Systems and PKIs

After the initial proposal of Kohnfelder in 1978, Denning [27] added the currency

requirement for certificates in 1983. Since the certificates bring an extra overhead for

public key management, the concepts of public-key cryptography were not deployed until

the end of 1980’s. Beginning with the development of the Internet, the demand for the data

confidentiality and authenticity has increased significantly. The first action in the

deployment of public key cryptography, for the use of confidentiality and digital signatures

by using the classical certificates, has been taken by the International Telecommunications

Union (ITU, formerly CCITT) and International Standards Organization (ISO). These

organizations proposed X.5091 standard [37] as a certificate based public key

authentication framework. It was first announced in 1988. Later, some security defects in

                                                
1 This is actually the ITU name, the ISO equivalent of X.509 is 9594-8. However
since X.509 is the widely accepted name, this name will be used throughout the
thesis.
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X.509 were reported in [38,39]. A revised version of X.509 [40] was issued in 1993. The

third version of X.509, X.509v3 [2], was published in 1997. The basic difference in

X.509v3 is the optional extensions in the certificates. These extensions allow achievement

of both authorization and authentication via certificates. Moreover, more flexible name,

trust and certificate path processing have come with X.509v3. X.509 standards are also

supported by RSA Inc. and they are included in the Public Key Cryptography Standards

(PKCS) [41,42,43,44] of RSA Inc.

Another important phenomenon in public key distribution is the Pretty Good Privacy

(PGP) software by Zimmermann [4,5]. Although it is used for e-mail security and

authentication, the embedded certificate based public key distribution and the trust

manipulation make it an important milestone in classical certification.

The X.509 and PGP systems are actually two extreme cases in the certificate world

in terms of trust manipulation. PGP supports personal liberation, however, X.509

structures are more centralized and hierarchical. Trust manipulation, certificate and PKI

structures are discussed for both X.509 and PGP cases in the next two subsections. Some

other certificate and PKI approaches are given in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.1. X.509

X.509 [2] is the ITU standard for the public key based authentication framework.

Classical certification is an inevitable piece of this framework. The certificate structure in

X.509 is determined by the standard. A X.509 certificate is basically the guarantee of the

binding between the identity and the public key of an entity. Both real and network

identities are included in the certificates. The network identity of an entity may be the E-

mail address, URL address or both of them. The certificates are issued by commonly

known and trusted Certification Authorities (CAs). By issuing a certificate, the CA assures

that the public key within the certificate belongs to the claimed entity. A X.509 certificate

basically contains the following information:
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•  Version of the certificate

•  Serial number for the certificate

•  Certificate Issuer

•  Certificate validity period

•  The name of the certified entity

•  The public key certified

•  Optional extensions

•  Algorithm identifiers used for signing

•  Signature

X.509 is part of the X.500 [3] series of recommendations that define a directory

service. The directory is a distributed set of servers that maintains a database of

information about users. In X.509, the directory serves as a repository of classical

certificates. However, there is a high cost of complexity associated with use of X.500

directory technologies and its Directory Access Protocol (DAP). Therefore, a relatively

low cost protocol is designed mostly for client applications. This protocol is the

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) version 3, which is published by Wahl,

Howes and Kille as an RFC [45].

The X.509 standard defines general concepts. In order to have a functional system in

compliance to X.509, a detailed design must be produced for this system. This functional

system may be either for specific or for general use. Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) [46] is

the first functional X.509 based system. It is aimed to construct confidential and authentic

e-mail transfer between the users. Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) [47] is another

X.509 based system. SET is a joint effort of Visa and MasterCard to construct an

infrastructure for secure credit card based payment over insecure Internet. The United

States Postal Service (USPS) initiated the Information-Based Indicia

Program (IBIP) [48] to support new public key cryptographic methods of

applying postage over the Internet. The proposed infrastructure for IBIP is

a three level X.509 based hierarchical PKI. Public Key Infrastructure for X.509

certificates (PKIX) [49,50] is a general certificate infrastructure for the Internet.
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Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) [51] is a secure Internet mail

system. The certification infrastructure of S/MIME is based on PKIX infrastructure.

Chokhani [52B� 
��
��(� �� C�D6�� 1��(� �������"� �,&� ���� ����� <��� ��(� !��"����� E53]

proposed a X.509 based multi-purpose PKI for Turkey.

X.509 standard does not enforce any topology for the PKIs that use X.509

certificates. Although X.509 standard does not specify and enforce any topology for a

standard PKI, the general characteristics of the X.509 based PKIs are to be hierarchical and

centralized. The general characteristics of a X.509 based PKI are: (i) strict distinction

between a CA and the end user, that is end users cannot issue certificates (ii) a tree

hierarchy with 4-7 levels, (iii) forming optional CA networks via cross certificates (not

applicable for PEM). A typical X.509 PKI is given in Figure 2.5. The nodes in that figure

represent the CAs and the end users, the arcs represent the certificates from the CAs to the

certified entities.

CA

End user

Certificate to CA

Cross Certificate between CAs

Certificate issued to end user by  CA

Figure 2.5. A typical X.509 based PKI

The general certificate and certificate path verification methods, which have been

introduced in Section 2.3.4 and will be detailed in Section 2.4.5, apply for X.509 based

systems.
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In the X.509 based systems, every CA is a potentially trusted entity, but there are

some mechanisms to avoid “blind trust” to CAs. In the first and second versions of X.509

[37,40] the users had almost no initiative about their trust and certification policies. The

users had to trust all of the CAs. However, In the third version of X.509 [2], optional

policy identifiers were added to the certificate structure as an optional extension. They can

be used for user initiated trust management. The policy identifier is a value assigned by the

CA of the certificate and implicitly explains how the CA has verified the identity of the

certified entity and how reliable the CA is for certificate issuance. Several CAs can use the

same policy identifiers in their certificates, if their certification policies are the same. On

the other hand, a particular CA can use several policy identifiers, if that CA issues different

types of certificates based on different policies. The verifier of a X.509 certificate initially

determines a set of policy identifiers, allowed policy identifiers, and enforces the

verification process to verify only the certificates that hold a policy identifier which is in

the allowed policy identifiers set. In this way, the verifier specifies the class of trusted CAs,

and somehow determines its trust policy. Since the trust concept is transitive in X.509, the

verifier is also bounded by the allowed policy identifiers for the trusted CAs on the

certificate path. However, the policy identifier constraints of the intermediate CAs cannot

loose the initial constraints of the verifier. Such a trust mechanism cannot be considered as

“complete freedom” about choosing CAs to trust, because the verifier is not able to choose

the CAs to trust personally. The advantage of such a scheme is the fact that the verifier

does not need to know the identities of the trusted CAs. It has to know only the trustworthy

policy identifiers. Moreover, the verifier delegates the trust to other CAs under

surveillance. The disadvantages of the policy scheme for trust manipulation are the

necessity of a mapping between policy identifiers and their trustworthiness, lack of CA

based selection for trust assignment and lack of trust levels for the policy identifiers (a

policy identifier is either trusted or not).

2.4.2. PGP

The hierarchical and regulative behavior of X.509 certificates bothered people who

want to decide on their own trust policies. Zimmermann, who is one of those people,
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developed Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [4,5]. PGP is actually a public key cryptography

based e-mail security software. However, it has a typical certification and public key

distribution mechanism. Moreover, it is being used by a large community. Therefore, PGP

is remarkable.

The PKI incorporated in PGP is the only example of its type. PGP does not conform

to any standard; therefore its PKI is typical. In PGP PKI, every node can be CA; therefore

there is no CA - end user distinction. Every user can issue a certificate to another user. The

PKI of PGP is a directed graph, in which every node is a PGP key owner and every arc is a

certification relationship between two users. The source of an arc is the CA and the target

is the certified user. A typical PGP PKI is given in Figure 2.6.

A PGP User

Certification from user to user

Figure 2.6. A Typical PKI of PGP

The trust model in PGP takes care of personal freedom more than the X.509 based

PKIs. In PGP, everyone is free to choose its own trusted CAs. The basic consideration here

is the fact that the only ultimately trusted entity for a PGP user is the user itself. Moreover,

each PGP certificate path starts with the verifier. However, a PGP user may assign a level

of trust to another PGP user to introduce other PGP users to it, but the trust concept in PGP

is not transitive. That means, a PGP user can make sure about the validity of the

certificates issued by the trusted CAs, but need not trust those trusted CAs to introduce

other CAs. The reason behind this situation is not a design or implementation bug, but to

give enough freedom to a PGP user to choose its own trusted parties. The lack of trust
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transitivity does not mean that the length of a certificate path is at most two. The verifier

may find a longer certificate path from itself to the target entity. In this path, each entity

certifies the next. However, in order to verify the target entity, the verifier must assign

enough trust to all of the intermediate CAs beforehand. Although the certificates are

public, the trust information is kept in the local databases of the PGP users, since that

information is considered as private information. However, in X.509, the trust information

is somehow written in the certificates. The advantage of the trust scheme of PGP is to

provide to users more freedom to constitute their trust policies independent of any

authority. On the other hand, this characteristic of PGP can be considered as a

disadvantage, since the users need to determine the identities of the trusted CAs by

themselves.

In PGP, each user assigns some levels of trust to the CAs. PGP supports 4 trust

levels: complete, marginal, untrusted and unknown. Moreover, multiple CAs may sign a

certificate content, but each CA signs the raw content of the certificate, not together with

other signatures. Therefore, these multiple signatures are called independent signatures.

The certificate content is stored together with all of its signatures. In order to validate a

certificate, the verifier looks for either N legitimate certificates issued by N completely

trusted CAs, or M legitimate certificates issued by M marginally trusted CAs. The default

values for N and M are one and two respectively, but they can be adjusted by the verifier.

The certificates issued by untrusted and unknown CAs are rejected.

Each PGP certificate contains the following information:

•  Public key serial number

•  Date of issuance

•  The certified public key

•  Identity of the public key owner

•  Signatures over the certificate content
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Moreover, each user holds the following information about the CAs and the

certificates in its database:

•  Trust level for the public key owner

•  Correctness level for the certificate

•  Trust levels for the signers (CAs) of the certificate

Each PGP user holds a database for the public keys together with the certificates on

them. This database is called as public key ring. In a public key ring, the public keys and

certificates of the users, to/from whom the ring owner regularly sends/receives messages,

are stored. In PGP, public key servers [54] are used in order to find out the public keys and

the certificates of the users, if they are unknown to the public key ring owner. The public

key servers are distributed worldwide and each holds the same key database. When a user

wants to obtain the public key of another user or to submit a public key for distribution, it

applies to one of the key servers via Internet and stores or gets public keys. The key servers

communicate among themselves for public key database synchronization.

The process for the verification of a signature over a certificate is similar to X.509

except the trust manipulation as explained above. Certificate path processing in PGP is also

similar to X.509. All of the certificates of the path must be verified one by one

sequentially. However, since it may be necessary to have more than one certificate from

different CAs because of the trust requirements, more than one certificate can be verified at

one step in the path. Moreover, the PGP certificate paths must start with the verifier.

Furthermore, each of the CAs on the path must have a level of trust assigned by the

verifier. Moreover, the verifiers can restrict the length of the PGP certificate paths by

specifying the maximum path length. The total number of certificates of the path cannot

exceed this maximum value. Since the PKI of PGP has a graph structure, there can be

multiple paths between any two users. These multiple paths help to improve the reliability

of the verification mechanism and the availability of the public keys. The multiple paths in

PKI of PGP have been analyzed by Reiter and Stubblebine in [55]. They also developed a

tool, called PathServer, for PGP path analysis.
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2.4.3. Other Certification Systems and PKIs

The ICE-TEL project [34] is a pan-European project to build a X.509 based PKI

throughout Europe. The importance of ICE-TEL project is that it employs the optional

extensions of X.509v3 to have more flexible and user-oriented trust model. In ICE-TEL,

each user can specify the authorities that it trusts and can start the certificate path from

these trusted authorities.

Distributed Authentication Security Service (DASS) [28] is an authentication system

that uses classical X.509 certificates for public key distribution. DASS also allows

threaded links between the users and non-parent CAs, that is, a user is free to obtain

certificates from CAs other than its parent CAs. Although DASS is based on X.509, it does

not use X.500 directories, since the inventors of DASS believe that X.500 directories will

not be deployed. In DASS, certificates are distributed via Certificate Distribution Center

(CDC). CDC does not only store certificates, it also stores the encrypted private keys to

which the owners reach with a password. The DASS architecture is implemented by

Digital Equipment Corporation [29].

The Certificate Management System (CMS) [56] is a X.509 based global network

system whose primary services are generation, distribution, storage and verification of

certificates. The PKI introduced in CMS is hierarchical. CMS has a built-in certificate

storage and distribution mechanism like DASS. Although these are the duties of X.500

directories, the unavailability of such directories forced the CMS engineers to provide such

a built-in mechanism. In CMS, the end user certificates are stored by User Certification

Authorities (UCA). The certificate retrieval, as all other functions of CMS, is done by a

protocol between the UCA and the requesting entity.

An important point that is ignored in all of the certification schemes is dispute

resolution. In case of a dispute or repudiation, one must decide on who is telling the truth.

Moreover, the trusted third parties, that is CAs, may intentionally or unintentionally
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misbehave. That means, the ultimate trust to CAs is not so practical. Crispo and Lomas

have addressed this problem for the certification systems and proposed an audit trail

solution in [57]. In this solution, each critical activity is logged in safe audit trails.

Moreover, each log entry is digitally signed by the participants of the activity. In case of

any dispute, these logs help a third party to find out the culprit.

A relatively modern certification approach is not to use the certificates only as the

binding between the identity and the public key, but also for authorization, that is granting

permission to the certificate owner to accomplish a task. This approach introduces

authorization certificates as a new concept. For example, a certificate to write electronic

checks, a certificate to drive car, a certificate to prove the age and marital status are such

authorization certificates. Ellison has given an interesting list of possible certificate usages

in [58]. ICE-TEL [34] provides authorization by using the optional extensions of X.509v3.

Some other works related to authorization certificates are also in progress. Blaze,

Feigenbaum and Lacy from AT&T proposed a tool called Policymaker [59] in which the

authorization information is kept in a certificate. The Simple Public Key Infrastructure

(SPKI) [60,61] was designed by an Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working group

led by Ellison. The aim of SPKI is to develop certificate format and associated protocols

that are simple to understand, implement and use. The SPKI certificates also contain

authorization information and bind the keys to that information. Rivest and Lampson

proposed Simple Distributed Security Infrastructure (SDSI) [62]. SDSI combines a simple

public key infrastructure design with a means of defining groups and issuing group

membership certificates. The certificate structure of SDSI is also simple to understand and

implement. SDSI’s groups provide simple, clear terminology for defining access control

lists and security policies. The designs of SDSI and SPKI have merged in SDSI 2.0

version.

Another IETF working group works on the security extensions of the Domain Name

System (DNS). In simple terms, basic DNS [63] is a mechanism to find out the IP address

and some other information given a DNS host name. DNS security extensions is developed

by Eastlake and Kaufman and published as an IETF Request for Comments (RFC) [64].
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The extensions provide authentication of the DNS information. Moreover, the security

extensions also provide storing and distributing the signed public keys, i.e. certificates.

This mechanism is highly similar to X.509 except two main differences. (i) DNS uses its

own naming mechanism, whereas X.509 uses Distinguished Names (DN), (ii) in DNS

case, signed public keys are stored in and distributed from the distributed DNS databases,

whereas the distributed directories are used in X.509 for the same purpose. The public keys

stored in DNS may belong to zones, hosts or individual users, but only the zones can sign

public keys. That is, zones are CAs here. The signed public keys in DNS security

extensions can be used either by authentic DNS information transmission or by any other

security system that needs authentic public key distribution. The security extensions are

built over the existing hierarchical structure of the basic DNS. Therefore, the PKI of the

DNS security extensions is also hierarchical.

2.4.4. Some Applications of Certificates

In this subsection, some implemented and/or standardized applications that use

classical certificates are briefly introduced.

The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [65] is a session layer and client-server type of

mechanism, which is used for confidentiality, integrity and authentication. It is developed

by Netscape Corp. and it is a widely used security mechanism for all type of application

layer protocols, like HTTP and NNTP, that use TCP/IP. SSL provides confidentiality and

integrity during the session and authentication before the session starts. SSL uses public

key cryptosystem and certificates for public key distribution, and consequently, for

authentication and session key distribution. Session keys are conventional cryptosystem

keys and they are used to encrypt the data sent between the client and the server during the

session. Authentication of the server to the client is a must in the protocol. Therefore, each

server has to have a certificate. However, authentication of the clients is optional, since

client authentication requires the clients to obtain certificates from trusted certificate

authorities and this case would have a negative effect on the deployment of the SSL

system. SSL system uses X.509 certificates, but has no predefined PKI topology. The
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public keys of some trusted CAs are embedded in the in most of the Internet browsers. The

client may also add some other trusted public keys there manually. Moreover, those

browsers are also capable of running the SSL protocol. Therefore, the browser of the client

can verify any certificate path starting with a CA whose public key is known by the

browser.

Another World Wide Web (WWW) security protocol is the Secure HyperText

Transfer Protocol (S-HTTP), which is being standardized by IETF [66]. This protocol is an

application layer protocol and provides confidentiality, integrity and authentication for

HTTP, as SSL does. The algorithmic characteristics and the usage of certificates in S-

HTTP are similar to SSL. The only difference is that S-HTTP is only designed for HTTP

as an application layer protocol, whereas SSL is a multipurpose session layer protocol.

The IETF has developed two Internet Protocol (IP) layer cryptographic security

mechanisms. One of them is the Authentication Header (AH) [67], which is used for

integrity control and authentication. Second mechanism is the Encapsulated Security

Payload (ESP) [68], which is used for integrity control, authentication and confidentiality.

However, these mechanisms do not have embedded key exchange protocols. Therefore,

IETF have developed some authenticated key exchange protocols to be used with AH and

ESP. One of these protocols is the Oakley [69], which is a key exchange protocol based on

Diffie-Hellman technique [11]. The certification mechanism and infrastructure of the DNS

security extensions [64] are used in Oakley. IETF has also developed a complementary

protocol that serves as a general framework for the secure manipulation of other security

association attributes of the key created using Oakley. The name of this protocol is Internet

Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) [70]. These two protocols,

namely Oakley and ISAKMP, have merged into Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol

[71]. Although IP Security working group in IETF encourages Oakley and DNS style

certification system, Photuris [72], which is a X.509 and PKIX [49] based key distribution

mechanism, has also been proposed by Simpson to serve as the key distribution mechanism

for AH and ESP.
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Another important application of the certificates and PKIs is the electronic payment

mechanisms. SET [47] is one of these methods, which is based on credit card payment.

There are some other credit or currency based systems, which are reviewed in [73,74].

2.4.5. Classical Certificate and Classical Certificate Path Verification Algorithms

Several approaches to certificate and PKI structures are examined above. In this

thesis, the X.509 approach will be followed for classical certificates. The nested

certification mechanism, which is the contribution of the thesis, will be built upon X.509.

Therefore, in the rest of the thesis, the terms classical certificate and X.509 certificate will

be used interchangeably. Similarly, classical certificate path and X.509 certificate path

will also be used synonymously. Classical certificate path structure, certificate verification

and certificate path verification methods were briefly explained in Sections 2.4 and 2.4.1.

In this subsection, the certificate and certificate path verification methods will be given

formally. The verification methods that are explained here are quantified as

“cryptographic” to differentiate between the verification methods due to nested

certification.

The basic rule of the cryptographic certificate verification is the existence of a

legitimate digital signature, which has been issued by a trusted CA, over the certificate

content. The trust to the CA is determined by employing policy identifiers in X.509 as

explained in Section 2.4.1. The digital signatures are issued and verified by employing a

public key cryptosystem. First, the CA calculates the hash of the certificate content using a

one way hash algorithm. Then, the CA signs that hash to issue a certificate. In order to

verify a classical certificate, cert, using cryptographic certificate verification mechanism,

the verifier must know the correct public key of the issuer of cert. Assuming that this

public key is known by the verifier, the verifier follows the following steps to

cryptographically verify cert.

1. The verifier first applies the one way hash algorithm to the content of cert.
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2. The verifier applies the public key cryptosystem based signature verification procedure

to the signature part of cert using the public key of the issuer of cert.

3. The verifier compares the outcomes of above steps. If they are the same, then the

verifier makes sure about:

(i) the integrity of the content of cert and

(ii) the legitimacy of the signature of the issuer of cert over the content of cert.

4. If the issuer of cert is trusted for the verifier, then the above two results of the

verification implies that:

(iii) the information given in cert is correct. In other words, the public key of the entity

specified in cert is legitimate.

Classical certificate path is a chain of classical certificates. A generic classical

certificate path is shown in Figure 2.7. The classical certificate paths are formed to verify

the correctness of the public key of a target entity T. The verifier V verifies all of the

certificates one by one sequentially. The verification starts with the first certificate of the

path and V must know the correct public key of the first CA. However, V may not be the

first CA, it may be any user. On the other hand, the trust of V to all of the CAs on the path

is essential in order to verify the path. The cryptographic certificate verification steps are

applied for the verification of all of the certificates on the path. Each certificate verification

yields a public key, which is to be used to verify the next certificate of the path. This loop

goes on until the target entity is reached. In order to verify the public key of the target

entity, all of the certificate signatures must be legitimate and all of the CAs must be trusted

by the verifier.
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Figure 2.7. A generic certificate path

The cryptographic certificate and certificate path verification methods will be

explained formally. The notation used for the classical certificate representation is given in

Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. The notation used for classical certificate representation

Notation Meaning

Xp The public key of X

Xs The secret (private) key of X

Xs[I] The signature of X over the information I. The signature is issued by Xs.

Xp[I] Inverse operation of Xs[I]. Expected to return I’, if I= Xs[I’].

H[I] Hash (message digest) of information I.

I1|I2 Concatenation of the information I1 and I2.

CCCA(Y) The classical certificate, which is issued by CA, for the user Y.

Cntcert Content of certificate cert.

Sigcert Signature over Cntcert.

Using the above notation, the classical certificate for the user Y, which is issued by

CA, is denoted as follows.

CCCA(Y) = CntCC|SigCC = CntCC|CAs[H[CntCC]] (2.1)
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where CntCC contains the identity, public key of Y and other classical certificate

fields. Cryptographic classical certificate verification is briefly outlined in Figure 2.8. The

classical certificate path verification method is given in Figure 2.9. In these methods, it is

assumed that the verifier trusts the CAs.

Given: a classical certificate, CCCA(Y) = CntCC|CAs[H[CntCC]] issued by a trusted CA, and

the correct public key CA, CAp.

The verifier applies the following algorithm to verify CC.

Verified_Hash ← CAp[CAs[H[CntCC]]]

Calculated_Hash ← H[CntCC]

IF   Calculated_Hash = Verified_Hash   THEN

CC becomes verified

ELSE

CC has not been verified

Figure 2.8. Cryptographic classical certificate verification algorithm
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Given: a classical certificate path, ccn,ccn-1,….,cc2,cc1,cc0, with n+1 certificates

issued by trusted authorities An,An-1,…..,A2,A1,A0, respectively and the

legitimate public key of An, the issuer of ccn. The certificate cc0 is the

certificate for the target entity T.

The verifier applies the following algorithm to verify the classical

certificate path and find out the public key of T.

success := TRUE

FOR i:= n TO 0 DO

cc i is verified cryptographically using the public key of Ai

IF cci is not valid THEN

success := FALSE

ELSE

The public key of Ai-1 is found out

IF success THEN

certificate path is valid and the public key of T has found out

ELSE

certificate path is invalid

Figure 2.9. Classical certificate path verification algorithm

2.5. Certificate Revocation

X.509 [2] based classical certificates have validity periods. A certificate is valid only

within this period. However, various circumstances may cause a certificate to become

invalid prior to the expiration of the validity period. Such circumstances might include

change of name, change of association between the certificate owner and CA and

compromise or suspected compromise of the corresponding private key. Under such

circumstances, the CA or the certificate owner needs to revoke the certificate.
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The method of X.509 for the solution to the certificate revocation problem is to

employ Certificate Revocation List (CRL). A CRL is a signed list of unexpired but revoked

certificates. In a CRL, serial numbers and the revocation dates of the revoked certificates

are listed. This list is signed by the corresponding CA. CRLs are issued periodically by the

CAs. Each CRL invalidates the previous one. The certificate entries in a CRL are removed

when the expiration dates of the revoked certificates are reached. A certificate, for which

the validity period is valid, should not appear in the most recent CRL of the issued CA in

order to be verified successfully. X.509 based PKIs and certificate management systems,

such as PEM [46], ICE-TEL [34], CMS [56] and PKIX [49,50], use the CRL approach of

X.509.

A slightly different approach to CRL is proposed by Micali [75]. In this approach,

Micali proposed Minimal CRL (MCRL). The aim of MCRL is to minimize the amount of

data within the revocation lists. In this way, both storage and transmission costs are

minimized.

The approach of Crispo and Lomas to certificate revocation in [57] is to separate

the certificate issuance and certificate revocation duties. In their system, revocation

authorities are responsible for certificate revocation. Moreover, one revocation certificate

is issued for each revoked certificate. The revocation certificate is issued by the revocation

authority and includes the revocation request issued by the certificate owner. The

revocation request is signed by the certificate owner and contains the whole certificate.

PGP [4,5] public keys and certificates may optionally have validity periods, but the

current custom is not to have validity periods and make them non-expiring. Therefore, the

PGP public keys and certificates are valid until they are revoked. PGP public keys can be

revoked only by the public key owner and by issuing a key revocation certificate.

Similarly, certificates can be revoked by certificate revocation certificates issued by the

certificate signers. These revocation certificates invalidates the public keys/certificates,

however the revoked objects do not disappear. Moreover, there is no revocation list

concept in PGP. Revocation certificates are distributed like the public keys and certificates.
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The most common approach is to use public key servers. The revocation certificates are

kept in the public key servers together with the keys and certificates. If a key or certificate

has a revocation certificate, then the verifier understands that this key or certificate is

invalid.

The common approach of the authorization certificates [61,62] is not to have the

certificate revocation concept at all. Consequently, there is no CRL in these systems.

Instead, each certificate is assigned an appropriate validity period. The certificate times out

after this period and needs revalidation1. Revalidations are performed either by the

certificate issuers or by specific revalidation authorities. In order to revalidate a certificate,

the certificate issuer re-signs the certificate content with a new time stamp. On the other

hand, revalidation authorities sign the whole certificate content and the original signature

on it, in order to revalidate a certificate.

2.6. Nested Signatures

Nested certificates are based on nested signatures. Nested signature is the signature

over a document and other signatures over the same document that had been issued a

priori. Since the scope of a nested signature contains previously issued signature(s) over

the same document, the nested signatures are sometimes called cascaded signatures in the

literature.

In the literature there are some applications, which use nested/cascaded signatures.

Low and Christianson [76, 77] proposed the Self Authentication Proxies (SAProxies) to

combine authentication with access control and resource management. The SAProxies use

                                                
1 “Revalidation” is the term used by SPKI. SDSI uses “reconfirmation” instead of
“revalidation”.
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classical certificates. The certificates for both the delegator/requestor and the delegatee

certificates are bound into SAProxies by inclusion of the certificate signatures. Low and

Christianson argue that the process of binding the certificate of the delegator/requestor to a

SAProxy or to a request gives the self-authenticating property to the system. Nevertheless,

the binding of a certificate to a SAProxy constitutes extra protection against bogus

certificates, since a reference to the valid certificate is included in the SAProxy. Moreover

the SAProxies can be cascaded by including a SAProxy into another one. In this system,

all of the certificates for the SAProxy and the request signers must be issued by a

commonly known CA and those certificates must be verified before the verifications of the

SAProxies and requests.

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Digital Signature (Dsig) project [78] aims

to achieve a standard format for the trust of the addressable world wide web objects. The

structure used in Dsig is called the signature labels. A signature label has the rating about

an information source and is digitally signed by the labeller. The signature labels are

nothing but signed assertions. In Dsig, it is possible to issue a signature label for another

signature label. In this way, cascaded signatures become possible in Dsig. In the cascaded

case, the sequential verifications of all of the signature labels are necessary to successfully

find out the rating of the signed object.

In SDSI [62], signatures are exceptionally flexible and it is possible to have cascaded

signatures for an object. In SDSI, cascaded signatures are cumulative, they effectively sign

all previous material. An application of cascaded signatures is digital timestamping, where

the second signature provides evidence that the first signature had already been created at

the time the second signature was applied. Another use would be where an application

program running on behalf of a principal signs the signature created by the principal, so

that the server knows that the request not only came from an authorized principal, but from

an authorized principal running the correct program. SDSI does not have certificate

revocation lists. Instead, signatures are designated as needing periodic reconfirmation. A

reconfirmation can be issued by renewing the signature of the original signer. Another

approach for reconfirmation is to employ specific reconfirmation principles who apply
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periodic cascaded signatures for the original object and its original signature. This is

another application of cascaded signatures in SDSI. The Simple Public Key Infrastructure

(SPKI) certificate structure [61] uses a similar approach for the revalidation of the

certificates.

The concept of “signing certificate attribute” is proposed as an enhanced security

service for S/MIME in [79]. The idea behind signing certificate attribute is to send the

certificates, which are necessary for the verification of the signature over the signed

message, to the receiver. The certificates are sent within the message that is signed by the

sender. By using this method, the sender explicitly and unforgeably states the certificates

to be used in signature verification. Consequently, some certificate substitution and re-

issuing attacks are prevented.
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3. NESTED CERTIFICATES AND NESTED CERTIFICATE PATHS

Nested certification scheme is the main contribution of the thesis. The certificates

used in this scheme are called nested certificates. This section deals with the structure,

issuance, verification and the characteristics of nested certificates and the usage of them in

nested certificate paths.

3.1. Drawbacks of Classical Certificates and Motivations behind Nested

Certificates

A classical certificate [2,4,5] is a digitally signed binding between the public key and

the identity of a user. Classical certificates are signed by trusted Certification Authorities

(CAs). Classical certificate paths are chains of classical certificates. The classical

certificate and classical certificate path verification algorithms have been given in Section

2.4.5. The classical certification systems have some common characteristics that can be

considered as drawbacks. Those drawbacks are listed below.

1. Classical certificate verification uses public key cryptography. Therefore, it is a time

costly process. Moreover, n certificate verifications must be performed, in order to

verify a classical certificate path with n certificates. Therefore, the time requirement of

such a path verification is multiplied by n.

2. Moreover, the verifier is interested in only the public key of the target entity of a

classical certificate path. However, the public keys of the intermediate CAs on the path

need to be unwillingly found out by the verifier to reach the target entity. This situation

unnecessarily degrades the certificate path verification time.
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3. A classical certificate is issued to certify the correct public key of an entity. Naturally,

such a certificate is verified to find out a correct public key. A public key is used to

verify all of the certificates that had been issued by the certified entity before the

certification time and to verify the certificates that will be issued after the certification

time. However, some CAs may want to issue classical certificates with restricted usage.

That means, a CA may want to issue a classical certificate for the public key of an

entity in order to let the verification of it be useful to verify only the existing or specific

certificates issued by that entity. However, classical certificates do not allow such

certificate based restrictions. In this situation, the CAs may hesitate to issue classical

certificates to some parties to which the reliance of the CAs is inadequate.

4. A CA, say CA1, may issue a classical certificate for an entity by verifying another

certificate, which has been issued for the same entity by another CA, say CA2. To do

so, CA1 must trust CA2. Otherwise, CA1 cannot verify the existing certificate and

consequently cannot issue a new certificate.

As can be seen from the above drawbacks, the classical certification scheme:

•  is unnecessarily inefficient in certificate path verification (drawbacks 1 and 2),

•  is unable to issue certificates with restricted usage (drawback 3),

•  is unable to issue certificates in the case of missing trust information (drawback 4).

The motivation behind the nested certification scheme is to provide partial solutions

for the above problems. The nested certificates can be briefly defined as “certificates for

existing certificates”. They do not convey any trust information. Therefore, they can be

issued in case of trust limitations. A nested certificate is not issued to certify a public key.

It is issued to certify a single certificate. Therefore, the nested certificate issuer can apply

certificate based restrictions. Moreover, the usage of nested certificates in certificate paths
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significantly saves the overhead of the public key cryptography operations in the

verification process.

3.2. Definitions and Terminology

In simple terms, a nested certificate is defined as “a certificate for another

certificate”. A classical certificate gives assurance about the correctness of the binding

between the identity and the public key of an entity. Therefore, it is verified to find out

correct public key of the certified entity. A nested certificate, on the other hand, certifies

another certificate by assuring the legitimacy of the signature over it. Therefore, nested

certificates are used to verify the signatures over other certificates. For example, certificate

1 is a classical certificate in Figure 3.1, since it is issued by A to verify the public key of B.

Certificates 2 and 3 are nested certificates in Figure 3.1, since they are issued to certify

other certificates. Certificate 2 is issued by C to certify certificate 1. Similarly, certificate 3

is issued by D to certify certificate 2. Certification Authority (CA) is the authorized issuer

of a classical certificate. Nested Certification Authority (NCA) is the authorized issuer of a

nested certificate. For example, A is a CA, C and D are NCAs in Figure 3.1. The

certificate, which is certified by a nested certificate, is called as subject certificate. For

example, certificate 1 is the subject certificate of nested certificate 2, in Figure 3.1.

Similarly, certificate 2 is the subject certificate of certificate 3. A subject certificate can be

a classical certificate or another nested certificate. For example, in Figure 3.1, the subject

certificate 1 is a classical certificate and the subject certificate 2 is a nested certificate.

Moreover, the nested certificate, which is used to certify the subject certificate, may be

referred as a certifier nested certificate or an issuer nested certificate. For example, the

nested certificates 2 and 3 are such certificates in Figure 3.1. Here it is worthwhile to

remark that, certificate 2 is a both subject and certifier nested certificate. Certificate

Content is the information part of a certificate and does not include the signature part.

Certificate Signature is the signature of the CA or the NCA over the certificate content.

The content of a classical certificate includes the identity and the public key of the certified

entity. The content of a nested certificate includes the hash of its subject certificate content

and the existing subject certificate signature.
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Figure 3.1. The relationships between nested and subject certificates

3.3. Structure

The nested certificate issuance is similar to classical certificate issuance. The nested

certificates are issued by the digital signature of the NCA over the nested certificate

content. The content of a nested certificate is related to its requirements. The two

requirements of a nested certificate are:

(i) to certify that the subject certificate content has been signed by the claimed CA or

NCA and

(ii) to certify that the subject certificate content has not been maliciously modified.

In order to satisfy the first requirement, a nested certificate contains the existing

signature over the subject certificate content. In order to satisfy the second requirement, a

nested certificate contains the hash of its subject certificate content. The hash of the subject

certificate content can be obtained by applying an irreversible one way hash function [13,

15,16] to the subject certificate content. Since the subject certificate signature is contained

in the nested certificate, the signature of NCA over the nested certificate content is

considered as a nested signature. In the verification phase, the verifier computes the hash

of the actual subject certificate and compares it with the hash of the subject certificate

content stored in the nested certificate. If the comparison results in equality, then the

verifier concludes that the subject certificate has not been maliciously modified.
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By issuing a nested certificate, the NCA assures that the subject certificate is signed

by the claimed issuer of the subject certificate and the subject certificate has not been

modified maliciously. In order to issue a nested certificate, the NCA of the certifier nested

certificate must have verified the signature over the subject certificate content successfully.

The structure of a nested certificate is depicted in Figure 3.2. Formal representation of a

nested certificate is also given below. In this representation, the notation used for classical

certificates, which are explained in Section 2.4.5, is used. Given a subject certificate SC =

CntSC|SigSC, a nested certificate for SC issued by NCA is denoted as the following.

NCNCA(SC) = CntNC|SigNC = CntNC|NCAs[H[CntNC]], (3.1)

where CntNC = schash|scsig|Other, schash = H[CntSC], which is the subject certificate hash,

scsig = SigSC, which is the subject certificate signature and Other is the other managerial

fields like the algorithms used, serial numbers, etc.

It is extremely important to realize that, the guarantee of the correctness of the

information within the subject certificate content is not a requirement of a nested

certificate. Therefore, the NCA of the nested certificate need not have an idea about the

trustworthiness of the CA/NCA of the subject certificate, in order to issue a nested

certificate for that subject certificate.
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Figure 3.2. The structure of a nested certificate

3.4. Cryptographic Nested Certificate Verification Method

Since the nested certificates are issued via a digital signature over the certificate

content, the cryptographic verification method, which has been explained for classical

certificates in Section 2.4.5, can also be applied to nested certificate verification. That

means, the digital signature over the nested certificate content is verified by employing

public key cryptosystem based signature verification operations. Figure 3.3 gives the

cryptographic nested certificate verification algorithm.
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Given: A nested certificate, NCNCA(SC) = CntNC|NCAs[H[CntNC]] issued by

a trusted NCA and the correct public key of NCA, NCAp.

The verifier applies the following algorithm to verify NC.

Verified_Hash ← NCAp[NCAs[H[CntNC]]]

Calculated_Hash ← H[CntNC]

IF   Calculated_Hash = Verified_Hash   THEN

NC becomes verified

ELSE

NC has not been verified

Figure 3.3. Cryptographic nested certificate verification algorithm

Verification of a nested certificate returns information about the correct hash value

and signature over its subject certificate content. More formally, by the verification of a

nested certificate, NC, the verifier finds out schash, which is equal to H[CntSC] and scsig,

which is equal to SigSC. That information will be useful for the verification of the subject

certificate SC using the subject certificate verification method. Subject certificate

verification method is another verification method that can be applied to both classical and

nested certificates. The subject certificate verification method is a consequence of nested

certificates and will be explained in the subsequent section.

3.5. Subject Certificate Verification Method

The information found out by nested certificate verification is not sufficient to verify

its subject certificate. By the verification of a nested certificate, only the correct hash value

and correct signature over the subject certificate are found. In order to verify the subject

certificate, the actual hash and the actual signature over the subject certificate must be

compared with the ones stored in the nested certificate. Verification of a certificate as the
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subject certificate of a nested certificate is called as subject certificate verification.

Although the subject certificate verification method is a consequence of the nested

certificates, it can be used to verify both the nested certificates and classical certificates,

since the subject certificates can be of both types.

Given: a subject certificate, SC = CntSC|SigSC, issued by a trusted authority and

a legitimate nested certificate, NC, for SC, NCNCA(SC) = CntNC|SigNC =

CntNC|NCAs[H[CntNC]],

where CntNC contains the fields schash, which is equal to H[CntSC], and

scsig, which  is equal to SigSC.

The verifier applies the following algorithm to verify SC.

Calculated_Hash ← H[CntSC]

IF   Calculated_Hash = CntNC.schash   AND   SigSC = CntNC.scsig   THEN

SC becomes verified

ELSE

SC has not been verified

Figure 3.4. Subject certificate verification algorithm

The subject certificate verification algorithm is given in Figure 3.4. As can be seen

from this algorithm, having verified the nested certificate, nc, in order to verify its subject

certificate, sc, the verifier follows the following two steps:

(a) The hash of the content of the actual sc is recalculated. This recalculated hash must be

the same as the one stored within the nc.

(b) The actual signature over the content of the sc is compared with the subject certificate

signature stored in the nc. These two signature values must be the same.
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If the conditions in above steps are met and the issuer of sc is trusted as the verifier,

then the verifier concludes that the sc is legitimate. The verifier must trust the issuer of sc,

since the verification of sc, using the above steps, does not mean that the information

stored within sc is correct. The verifier makes sure about correctness of the information

contained in sc, if the issuer of sc is trusted. It is very important to point out that, in this

way, the subject certificate sc becomes verified, with the same confidence, but without

employing a signature verification method based on a public key cryptosystem. The phrase

“the same confidence” means that the correctness level of the information found out by a

subject certificate verification is the same as that of cryptographic certificate verification.

Lemma 1 formalizes this conclusion. Moreover, the subject certificate can be another

nested certificate. In this way, a nested certificate can be verified as the subject certificate

of another nested certificate without using a cryptographic signature verification method.

Lemma 2 formalizes the case where the subject certificate is another nested certificate.

Lemma 1: Suppose A and B are two authorities who are trusted to issue nested or

classical certificates. Let T be an entity and V be the verifier who wants to verify the

classical certificate of T to find out the correct public key of T. Suppose the authority A has

issued a classical certificate (cc) for the entity T and the authority B has issued a nested

certificate (nc) for cc. Figure 3.5 shows the certification relationships. If the nc is valid and

the verifier V trusts both A and B as nested or classical certificate authorities, then the cc

can be verified as the subject certificate of the nc and this verification has the same

confidence as the cryptographic verification of the cc.

AB

cc
nc

T

Figure 3.5. Certification Relationships in Lemma 1
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Proof of Lemma 1: As described in Section 2.4.5, by the cryptographic verification

of a digital signature over the cc using the correct public key of A, the verifier V can make

sure about:

(i) the integrity of the content of cc and

(ii) the legitimacy of the signature of A over the content of cc.

If A is trusted for V, then the above two results of the verification imply that:

(iii) the information given in cc is correct. In other words, the public key of T specified in

the cc is legitimate.

The belief in the integrity of the content of cc and the correctness of the signature

over it are directly related to the one-way hash functions and the public key cryptosystem

algorithms as described in Section 2.4.5. Here, it will be shown that the above three results

can be obtained with the same confidence by the verification of the cc as the subject

certificate of the nc.

By issuing the nc, B assures the integrity of the cc and correctness of the signature of

A over it. However, this is not a direct assurance that can be verified whenever the nc is

validated. In the nc, B gives the correct hash and the signature of A over the cc. Since the

legitimacy of the nc and the trustworthiness of B are the premises of the theorem, the

verifier V finds out the correct hash of the cc and the correct signature over it. Then, V

applies the following three steps to verify the cc as the subject certificate of the nc.

(i) The verifier calculates the hash of the actual cc. If the calculated hash is the same

as the hash within the nc, then V concludes that the cc has not been maliciously

modified after the issuance of the nc, because otherwise the calculated hash would

differ from the correct hash. In other words, that control verifies the integrity of the

cc. The integrity control for the cryptographic certificate verification also relies on
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the comparison of the existing and calculated hash values. Therefore, these two

verification schemes have the same confidence for the integrity check.

(ii) The verifier compares the actual signature of A over the cc with the subject

certificate signature of the nc. If both of them are the same, then V concludes that

the cc has been signed by A. Because, V knew the correct signature over the cc due

to nc. Therefore, if the actual cc bears the same signature, then V can infer that the

cc contains the correct signature and that signature is issued by A. The signature

control in this verification scheme has not been done by using public key

cryptosystem based operations. However, the necessary cryptographic control had

been done by B and assurance about it has been given in the nc by including the

signature over the cc as the subject certificate signature. Since the verifier V trusts

B as an authority and the nc is legitimate, V makes sure about the correctness of the

signature of A over the cc with the same confidence as if V has cryptographically

verified the cc.

(iii) The verifier V made sure about the integrity of the cc and correctness of the

signature of A over it by above two steps. Since V trusts A as a CA, V can make

sure about the correctness of the information within the cc and consequently finds

out the correct public key of T.

Lemma 2: Suppose A and B are two authorities who are trusted to issue nested

certificates. Let V be the verifier. Suppose the authority A has issued a nested certificate

(nc1) and the authority B has issued another nested certificate for nc1 (nc2). Certification

relationships are shown in Figure 3.6. If the nc2 is valid and the verifier V trusts both A and

B as the nested certificate authorities, then the nc1 can be verified as the subject certificate

of the nc2 and this verification has the same confidence as the cryptographic verification of

the nc1.
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Proof of Lemma 2: Lemma 2 is very similar to Lemma 1. The only difference is that

the subject certificate is a classical one in Lemma 1, where it is a nested certificate in

Lemma 2. As discussed in Section 3.4, the steps for the cryptographic verification of a

nested certificate are the same for the cryptographic verification of a classical certificate.

The only difference is the verified information. By the verification of a classical certificate,

the public key of the certificate owner is verified. On the other hand, by the verification of

a nested certificate, the correct hash and the legitimate signature over the subject certificate

are found. The information within the subject certificate has not been used as a

precondition in the proof of Lemma 1. Therefore, Lemma 2 can be proven by following

exactly the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 1.

AB

nc1nc2

Figure 3.6. Certification Relationships in Lemma 2

3.6. Nested Certificate Paths

Nested certificates can be used to certify other nested certificates. In this way, a

sequence of nested certificates is achieved. Such a sequence is called a nested certificate

series. Each nested certificate of a nested certificate series is used to certify the next nested

certificate. However, the eventual aim of using a nested certificate series is to verify a

classical certificate at the end. Therefore, the last nested certificate of a nested certificate

series must certify a classical certificate. A nested certificate series together with a classical

certificate at the end are called a nested certificate path. There can be zero or more nested

certificates on a nested certificate path, but there must be exactly one classical certificate at

the end. This classical certificate is the certificate for the target entity of the nested

certificate path. The target entity can be an end user or a CA/NCA.
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A nested certificate path with k nested certificates is called a k-nested certificate

path. A 0-nested certificate path (Figure 3.7a) is a nested certificate path with no nested

certificates. In other words, it is just a classical certificate issued by a CA. Other example

nested certificate paths with 1, 2 and 5 nested certificates are shown in Figure 3.7b, Figure

3.7c and Figure 3.7d respectively. A generic k-nested certificate path (the certificates

nck,nck-1,nck-2 … nc3,nc2,nc1,cc0) is shown in Figure 3.8. In a k-nested certificate path, each

nested certificate is used to verify its subject certificate. At the end of a series of subject

certificate verifications, the classical certificate, cc0, of the target entity, T, is verified as the

subject certificate of the last nested certificate, nc1, of the k-nested certificate path. Only

the first nested certificate, nck, of a k-nested certificate path is verified cryptographically

using the public key of its issuer, Ak. The other certificates of the path are verified as the

subject certificates. Verification of a certificate as a subject certificate is faster than the

cryptographic verification of the same certificate. Consequently, nested certificate path

verification is more efficient than the classical certificate path verification. The details of

the performance evaluation of the proposed technique will be presented in Section 5.

The natural evolution of nested certificate paths can be explained as follows. In a

classical certificate path, which has been shown in Figure 2.7, each CA can validate the

certificates, which have been issued by its immediate successor, since it already knows the

public key of its immediate successor. Consequently, each CA can issue nested certificates

for all of the certificates that had been issued by its successor. This rule can be applied to a

classical certificate path to obtain a structure in which each classical and nested certificate

is certified via a nested certificate. From such a structure, it is possible to extract a nested

certificate path. The details on the nested certificate path formation will be discussed in

Section 4.

To verify the classical certificate via such a nested certificate path, it is necessary to

use the public key of the first nested certificate issuer of the path. The public keys of other

nested and classical certificate issuers need not be found out. One may argue that, the

classical certificate path verification has a similar property. That means, it is sufficient to

know the public key of the first issuer of a classical certificate path. This argument is
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correct, but in a classical certificate path, all of the certificates are verified

cryptographically to find out the public key of the next issuer on the path. However, in a

nested certificate path, the intermediate nested certificates are not verified

cryptographically and the public keys of the intermediate issuers are not found out. In this

way, the verification of the classical certificate becomes faster via a nested certificate path

as compared to a classical certificate path.

A T

A

B

TC

B
A T

(a)  0-nested certificate path (b)  1-nested certificate path (c)  2-nested certificate path

Nested or Classical Certificate Authority

Certified Target Entity

Classical Certificate

A
T

Nested Certificate
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C D

E
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(d)  5-nested certificate path

Figure 3.7. Some example nested certificate paths
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Figure 3.8. A generic k-nested certificate path
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3.6.1. Confidence Proof of Nested Certificate Path Verification Method

In this section, it will be proven that the verification of the classical certificate of the

target entity via a nested certificate path has the same confidence as the cryptographic

verification of that certificate. Under this consideration, 0-nested certificate path

verification is a tautology, since both 0-nested certificate path verification and the

cryptographic verification are the same processes. Each nested certificate of a nested

certificate path is used to verify the next certificate as a subject certificate. The first nested

certificate of a nested certificate path is verified cryptographically using the public key of

the first entity of the nested certificate path. Lemma 3 formalizes nested certificate path

verification assuming that the first nested certificate of the nested certificate path is valid.

The verification of the first certificate will be considered in Theorem 1.

Lemma 3: Consider the generic k-nested certificate path in Figure 3.8. Let A0 be a

CA and Ai, i=1 .. k, be k NCAs. Suppose that A0 has issued a classical certificate (cc0) for

the target entity T and A1 has issued a nested certificate for cc0  (nc1). Moreover, suppose

that Ai has issued a nested certificate (nci) for the nested certificate that Ai-1 has issued

(nci-1), ∀ i= 2 .. k. If the nck is valid and the verifier V trusts the authorities Ai, ∀ i=0 .. k,

then the classical certificate cc0 can be verified via the k-nested certificate path by applying

the following steps and this verification has the same confidence as  the cryptographic

verification of cc0.

Steps that the verifier V must follow to verify cc0 via the k-nested certificate path:

(i) V verifies nci as the subject certificate of nci+1, ∀ i=k-1 .. 1,

(ii) finally, V verifies cc0 as the subject certificate of nc1.
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Proof of Lemma 3: The proof is by induction on k, the total number of nested

certificates on the k-nested certificate path. The proof uses Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 of

Section 3.5

Stage 1 (k = 1): If k = 1, then there is only one nested certificate on the k-nested

certificate path. This is the case described in Lemma 1. Therefore by Lemma 1, cc0 can be

verified via nc1 and this verification has the same confidence as the cryptographic

verification of cc0.

Stage 2 (k = n): Assume that if there are n nested certificates on the k-nested

certificate path and the ncn is valid, then the classical certificate cc0 can be verified via this

k-nested certificate path starting with ncn-1 and this verification has the same confidence as

the cryptographic verification of cc0.

Stage 3 (k = n+1): This is the case where there are n+1 nested certificates on the k-

nested certificate path. Since ncn+1 is valid, ncn can be verified as the subject certificate of

ncn+1 and this verification has the same confidence as the cryptographic verification of ncn,

by Lemma 2. Having verified the ncn, by the assumption in the stage 2, the classical

certificate cc0 can be verified via the k-nested certificate path and this verification has the

same confidence as the cryptographic verification of cc0.

Lemma 3 assumes that the first nested certificate of the k-nested certificate path is

valid. However, the first nested certificate, nck in Figure 3.8, of a k-nested certificate path

must be verified cryptographically using the public key of the first NCA, Ak in Figure 3.8.

The complete k-nested certificate path verification is formally given by the next theorem.

Theorem 1: Consider the generic k-nested certificate path in Figure 3.8. Let A0 be a

CA and Ai, i=1 .. k, be k NCAs. Suppose that A0 has issued a classical certificate (cc0) for

the target entity T and A1 has issued a nested certificate for cc0 (nc1). Moreover, suppose
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that Ai has issued a nested certificate (nci) for the nested certificate that Ai-1 had issued

(nci-1), ∀ i= 2 .. k. If the verifier V knows the correct public key of Ak and trusts the

authorities Ai, ∀ i=0 .. k, then the classical certificate cc0 can be verified via the k-nested

certificate path by applying the following steps and this verification has the same

confidence as the cryptographic verification of cc0.

Steps that the verifier V must follow to verify a k-nested certificate path are:

(i) Firstly, V verifies the nck by employing a public key cryptosystem based signature

verification algorithm which uses the public key of Ak,

(ii) V verifies nci as the subject certificate of nci+1, ∀ i=k-1 .. 1,

(iii) finally, V verifies cc0 as the subject certificate of nc1.

Proof of Theorem 1: Since the verifier V knows the correct public key of Ak, V can

apply cryptographic signature verification algorithm over the nck to verify it as explained

in Section 3.4. After this verification, V can make sure about the validity of nck. If the nck

comes out to be valid, then V can verify cc0 via the k-nested certificate path and this

verification has the same confidence as the cryptographic verification of cc0, by Lemma 3.

3.7. Characteristics of Nested Certificates and the Differences between Nested and

Classical Certificates

In this section, the basic characteristics of the nested certificates will be examined by

comparing them with the classical certificates. These characteristics and differences will be

examined in two parts: (i) structural and semantic, (ii) operational characteristics and

differences. The advantages and the disadvantages of the nested certificates will be

discussed in Section 3.8.
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3.7.1. Structural and Semantic Characteristics and Differences

Both classical and the nested certificates are issued by trusted authorities. The

contents of both types of the certificates are digitally signed by such authorities. However,

the contents of the classical and the nested certificates are different. Therefore, they have

different meanings.

A classical certificate is a certificate for entity. Therefore, it is shown as a node-to-

node relationship in Figure 3.1. A classical certificate contains the identity and the public

key of an entity in its content. The meaning of the CA signature over the content is the

guarantee of the correctness of the binding between the public key and the identity of the

certified entity.

On the other hand, a nested certificate is a certificate for certificate. Therefore, it is

shown as a node-to-certificate relationship in Figure 3.1. The content of a nested certificate

includes the hash of its subject certificate and the subject certificate signature. The NCA

signs this content to assure the integrity of the subject certificate and the legitimacy of the

existing signature over the subject certificate.

Moreover, the NCAs need not trust the subject certificate issuers and subject

certificate holders, in order to issue nested certificates. Here, it is very important to

understand that, within a nested certificate, the NCA does not give any guarantee about the

correctness of the information in the subject certificate content. It guarantees only the

integrity of the subject certificate content and the legitimacy of the signature over it.

However, this does not mean that the subject certificate content contains incorrect

information. The NCAs of the nested certificates have no assumptions about the

trustworthiness of the subject certificate issuers. Therefore, NCAs cannot comment on the

correctness of the information content of the subject certificates. The knowledge of the

correct public key of an authority is not the same as being able to trust that authority. The

NCA of the nested certificate only knows the correct public key of the CA/NCA of the
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subject certificate, so that the NCA was be able to verify the signature over the subject

certificate. This is a computational process and gives only the information that “the subject

certificate has been signed by the claimed authority”. Although the certifier NCA has no

assumption about the trustworthiness of the CA/NCA of the subject certificate, since it has

made sure that the subject signature is legitimate, it will not hesitate to issue a nested

certificate for this subject certificate. Since the NCA does not guarantee the correctness of

the information within the subject certificate content, the verifier must also trust the issuer

CA/NCA of the subject certificate to completely verify the subject certificate in the

verification phase.

The scope of assurance of a classical certificate is the legitimacy of a public key. A

public key is used to verify all of the certificates that has been and will be issued by the

public key owner. Moreover, once a classical certificate has been issued, the CA cannot

later monitor the usage of the certificate and the certified public key. On the other hand, the

scope of assurance of a nested certificate is just the correct hash and the correct signature

over a single subject certificate content. The verifier must also verify the subject certificate

via the nested certificate and trust the CA/NCA of the subject certificate in order to

proceed.

As a result of last two paragraphs, it can be said that, the scope of assurance for a

nested certificate is restricted as compared to classical certificates. In other words, the

guarantee given in a classical certificate is more effective than the guarantee in a nested

certificate.

Nested Certificates use nested/cascaded (so called nested) signatures. Nested

signature is the signature over a document and other signatures over the same document

that had been issued a priori. Some systems that use nested signatures have been explained

in Section 2.5. However, the application area of the nested signatures in nested certificates

is different from other systems that use nested signatures. The scope of nested certificates

is just certificate issuance and verification. The nested signatures over nested certificates

are not used for authorization, access control delegation, revalidation, attack prevention or
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authentication. The nested signature over a nested certificate is the guarantee for nothing

but the legitimacy of the signature over the corresponding subject certificate. In the context

of nested certificates, nested signatures do not guarantee the correctness of the information

within the subject certificate. Moreover, the structure of nested certificates is quite

different from the structures of other systems. SAProxies [76,77] contain only the signature

part of a certificate. SDSI [62] cascaded signatures sign all of the previous material.

However, a nested certificate contains the signature over its subject certificate and the hash

of its subject certificate content. The latter is used for the verification of the subject

certificate signature and the former is used for the integrity control. Apparently, a nested

certificate is issued only for a single certificate. However, it is possible to issue a nested

certificate for another nested certificate. In this way, arbitrary depth nesting becomes

possible without holding all of the previous material.

The “signing certificate attributes” of S/MIME [79] is the closest study to the nested

certificates in terms of the usage of nested signatures. Signing certificate attributes are used

for a specific application, which is the verification of signed MIME messages. The primary

aim of signing certificate attributes of S/MIME is to prevent some attacks based on

substitution and re-issuing of certificates that are explained in [79]. Moreover, in this way,

the sender may also specify and restrict the certificate usage in an unforgeable manner. The

basic difference between the nested certificates and signing certificate attributes is the

difference in the application scope. The nested certificates are to be used within PKIs,

whereas the signing certificate attributes are to be used only in S/MIME. Moreover, the

whole certificate path is included in signing certificate attributes, whereas a nested

certificate is only for a single certificate. Here it is worthwhile to mention that the “signing

certificate attributes” of S/MIME is introduced to the author at the end of his Ph.D. study.

Therefore, the thesis study is entirely independent of signing certificate attributes of

S/MIME.

The classical certificates, nested signatures and the nested certificates are analogous

to some notary operations in the real world. A classical certificate is the digital equivalent

of a printed signature declaration approved by a notary. That declaration is done by the
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printed signature owner and the notary approves the legitimacy of the signature and the

identity of the owner. A nested signature is the equivalent of notary approval over a

personally signed document. Here, the notary approves that the document has been signed

by the claimed person, does not approve the correctness of the information content of the

document. Finally, a nested certificate is analogous to the approval of another notary,

notary2, over a notary1 approved printed signature declaration of an entity. Here the

notary2 is analogous to the nested certificate issuer and its approval is the nested certificate.

The notary1 approval for the signature declaration is analogous to the subject certificate

and notary1 is the subject certificate issuer. The notary2 approves only the signature of the

notary1 over the original declaration, it does not assure the correctness of the original

declaration. In this way, the ones who trust the notary1, but cannot verify the signature of it

over the original declaration, may verify this declaration via the signature of the notary2.

3.7.2. Operational Characteristics and Differences

The classical certificates can be verified cryptographically as explained in Section

2.4.5. The usage of nested certificates allows a classical certificate to be verified as the

subject certificate of a nested certificate. Similarly, the nested certificates can be verified

either cryptographically or as the subject certificate of another nested certificate. As

explained in Section 3.5, the subject certificate verification method does not employ any

signature verification operation based on a public key cryptosystem. Therefore, verification

of a certificate as a subject certificate is computationally more efficient as will be discussed

in Section 3.8.5.

By the verification of a classical certificate, the verifier finds out the legitimate

public key of the certificate owner. On the other hand, by the verification of a nested

certificate, the verifier finds out the correct hash and the correct signature over its subject

certificate content.
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The classical certificates have lifetimes in order to have an upperbound for the usage

of the certified public key in case of a compromise of the private key corresponding to that

public key. Since the nested certificates do not certify a public key directly, they need not

have lifetimes and consequently they need not be renewed.

3.8. Advantages and Disadvantages of Nested Certificates

Since the nested certification scheme allows a snapshot certification only for one

certificate with restricted assurance as compared to the classical certificates, it constitutes

an alternative certification scheme for the certification authorities. This is an advantage of

the nested certificates for the certification authorities. The most important advantage of

nested certification is the significant efficiency improvement in verification processes.

Moreover, the nested certificates are useful to verify certificates that had been issued with

currently revoked keys. On the other hand, the disadvantage of the nested certification is

the necessity to issue a large number of nested certificates. The advantages and

disadvantage of nested certificates will be detailed below.

3.8.1. Flexibility in Certificate Issuance

The restricted assurance characteristic of nested certification allows the NCAs to

issue nested certificates for the cases where they want to give restricted assurance. In this

way, the NCAs become more flexible in certificate issuance, as will be detailed in this

subsection.

By issuing a classical certificate, a CA implicitly allows the verifiers to verify all of

the certificates that had been issued by the certificate owner. For example consider Figure

3.9a. By issuing certificate 1 for B, A implicitly allows the verification of the certificates 2,

3 and 4 that B has issued for C, D and E respectively. Because, by the verification of
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certificate 1, the verifier finds out the correct public key of B and uses it to verify the

certificates 2, 3 and 4.

A B C
1

2

D

E

3

4

(a) (b)

A
B C

2

D

E

3

45

Figure 3.9. An example to show the flexibility in nested certificate issuance

The CAs may not be comfortable with this implicit allowance. They may want to

specify the certificates to be certified by using the public key specified in a classical

certificate. However, they cannot do anything, to avoid this implicit allowance, by using

the classical certificates. Such an avoidance is possible by using the nested certificates. A

nested certificate is issued to certify only a single subject certificate, not to certify a public

key. Therefore, the verification of a nested certificate is useful only to verify its subject

certificate. Other certificates, which have been issued by the subject certificate issuer,

cannot be verified by using a single nested certificate. For example, consider Figure 3.9b.

Suppose that A wants to issue a certificate for B such that it would be useful only to verify

certificate 4. Therefore, instead of certificate 1 in Figure 3.9a, A issues a nested certificate

(certificate 5) for certificate 4. In this way, the verifier, who has verified certificate 5, will

be able to verify only certificate 4. The verifier will not be able to verify certificates 2 and

3 via certificate 5.

As a counter argument to the above example, one may state that “why does not A

issue a classical certificate directly for E, instead of the nested certificate 5 ?”. First of all,

it must be mentioned that A must trust B as an introducer, in order to issue a classical

certificate for E via B. If A trusts B, then A can issue a classical certificate for E: However,

if A does not trust B, then A cannot verify the public key of E and consequently, cannot
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issue a classical certificate for it. Here, one may state that since A has issued a classical

certificate for B, A has to trust B. This argument may not be true always, because a

classical certificate issuance is just to assure the correctness of the public key of the

certified entity. The classical certificate issuer need not trust the certified entity all the

time. Therefore, A may or may not trust B. If A trusts B, then A can issue a classical

certificate for E, but otherwise A cannot. On the other hand, in order to issue a nested

certificate, the NCA need not trust anyone including the subject certificate issuer.

Therefore, whatever the trust information is, A can issue the nested certificate 5 for the

classical certificate for E. As a result, it can be said that the nested certificates can be

issued independent of trust information. This advantage will be utilized in the nested

certificate propagation strategies in NPKI, which will be described in Sections 4.6 and 4.7.

As can be seen above, the authorities will be able to reflect their choices in certificate

basis rather than public key basis by using nested certificates. This enhances the

granularity of the system and allows the authorities to customize their requirements. In this

way, the authorities become more flexible.

3.8.2. Flexibility in Verification of Revoked Classical Certificates

Besides the validity of the signature over a classical certificate, the verifier should

also check whether that classical certificate is revoked or not. Certificate revocation is

generally maintained by Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs). A detailed explanation of

certificate revocation in X.509 can be found in [2]. By the revocation of a classical

certificate, the public key within that certificate becomes invalid. Therefore, the

certificates, which had been issued by the corresponding private key of this revoked public

key before the revocation, could not be verified after the revocation time. However some

verifiers may prefer to be able to verify such certificates, since they had been issued before

the revocation time. Such certificates can be verified via nested certificates. If a certificate,

which had been issued by an authority whose public key is revoked, has a nested

certificate, then that certificate can be verified as the subject certificate of the nested

certificate. In this case, the verifier does not need to know and use the public key of the
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certificate issuer to verify it. Consequently, the invalidity of this public key does not cause

any problem.

3.8.3. Unnecessity of Renewal

The classical certificates have lifetimes in order to have an upperbound for the usage

of the certified public key in case of a compromise of the private key corresponding to the

public key in the certificate. Since the nested certificates do not certify a public key

directly, they do not need to have lifetimes and consequently they do not need to be

renewed.

3.8.4. Alternative Certificate Paths

The differences between the classical certificates and the nested certificates make the

nested certification scheme an alternative certification model. This alternative is

advantageous for the certificate authorities as explained in Section 3.8.1. The nested

certificates are also advantageous for the verifiers, since the verifiers can form alternative

certificate paths by using the nested certificates.

3.8.5. Efficient Subject Certificate and Nested Certificate Path Verification

The most important advantage of the nested certification scheme is the computational

efficiency of the subject certificate verification method as compared to the cryptographic

certificate verification method. The reason behind this efficiency is the difference between

the cryptographic certificate verification and the subject certificate verification methods.

As explained in Section 3.5, subject certificate verification method does not employ any

public key cryptosystem operation. A single hash computation and two comparisons are

enough to verify a subject certificate via a nested certificate. Hash calculation is also a part

of the cryptographic certificate verification method. Therefore, the time spent for the
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public key cryptosystem operation is the saving of the subject certificate verification

method.

The computational performances of the different hash algorithms are examined in

[80,81,82,83]. Moreover, the computational performances of the public key cryptosystem

operations of different algorithms are examined in [82,84]. Those results show that hash

computation is more efficient than the public key cryptosystem based signature

verification. Therefore, the relative efficiency improvement of the subject certificate

verification over the cryptographic certificate verification is remarkable.

Similarly, nested certificate path verification is also more efficient than classical

certificate path verification. All of the certificates of a classical certificate path are verified

using cryptographic certificate verification method. On the other hand, in the nested

certificate paths, only first certificate is verified using the cryptographic certificate

verification method. Other certificates are verified using subject certificate verification

method. Since subject certificate verification method is more efficient than the

cryptographic certificate verification method, nested certificate path verification method is

also  more efficient than the classical certificate path verification method.

In order to present the relative computational efficiency improvement of the subject

certificate verification method over the cryptographic certificate verification method,

analytical and simulation studies are performed. Similar analytical and simulation studies

are performed for the relative computational efficiency improvement of the nested

certificate path verification method over the classical certificate path verification method.

The results obtained from these studies will be given in Section 5.
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3.8.6. Nested Certification Overhead

A classical certificate is verified to validate a public key. Moreover, that public key

is used to verify all of the certificates that had been issued by the owner of that public key.

However, a nested certificate is used to eventually verify only one certificate. The

advantages of this situation have been explained previously. However, if a NCA wants to

certify different certificates issued by an authority, it has to issue separate nested

certificates. Moreover, in order to benefit from the efficiency of the subject certificate

verification method in certificate paths, several nested certificates must be issued. This

situation causes the NCAs to issue a large number of nested certificates.

On the other hand, the usage of nested certificates improves the time complexity of

the certificate verification as discussed in Section 3.8.5. From this point of view, the nested

certification can be thought as a way to convert the time complexity for the verifiers into

time complexity for the authorities. Since the certificates are issued once and the

authorities are dedicated machines, this situation can be preferred in many systems for

which minimization of the time complexity for verifiers is more important. The analysis

for the number of nested certificates that must be issued and the analysis of the trade-off

between the time complexities will be given in more detail in Section 5.4.
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4. NPKI: NESTED CERTIFICATE BASED PUBLIC KEY

INFRASTRUCTURE

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a network of classical certificates. In a PKI, the

nodes are the CAs and the end users, where the arcs are the classical certification

relationships among them. The PKIs are necessary to make the public keys of all of the

users available to each other. Classical certificate paths are drawn from PKIs and verified

by the verifiers to find out public keys of different users. The X.509 [2] based PKI

structures are mostly hierarchical as discussed in Section 2.4.1. On the other hand, the PKI

incorporated in PGP [4,5] has a graph structure as discussed in Section 2.4.2.

Nested certificates must be embedded into the PKIs for their usages to become

widespread. A PKI, which is capable of handling nested certificates as well, is called the

Nested certificate based PKI (NPKI). In NPKI, the classical certificates are used together

with the nested certificates. There are two main approaches for the construction of NPKI.

One of them is free certification approach. Other approach is transition from an existing

PKI approach.

1. In the construction of a NPKI using the free certification method, each CA/NCA is free

to issue classical certificates to other CAs/NCAs/end users or nested certificates to

other certificates. Therefore there is no enforcement to issue nested certificates in this

method. The primary aim of this method is to construct a flexible NPKI. The efficiency

in path verification time is just a consequence of nested certificates used in NPKI. The

characteristics, structure and other details of this method will be explained in Sections

4.1 through 4.5. Moreover, the NPKI referred in these sections must be regarded as the

NPKI formed by this method.

2. The construction of a NPKI by transition from an existing PKI approach deals with a

systematic deployment of nested certificates. In this method, each authority, A, is

required to issue nested certificates for all of the certificates that have been issued by
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the authorities for which A had issued classical certificates. The only goal of this

method is to deploy the nested certificates throughout the infrastructure and to have

quickly verifiable certificate paths. The details and the variations of this method will be

described in Sections 4.6 and 4.7.

4.1. General Characteristics and Assumptions

In this subsection, some basic design criteria and assumptions about NPKI will be

listed. The design criteria of NPKI are to be generic, flexible and to have a user oriented

trust-management. Those criteria are detailed below:

Generic: The NPKI is not aimed to work for a specific application like e-mail,

electronic payment, etc. Instead, it is designed to demonstrate the results and the

advantages of adding the nested certificate concept to the classical PKIs. That is why a

generic basic design has been preferred and application specific design decisions have been

avoided. The NPKI can be considered as a framework to adopt the nested certificates into

PKIs. It is believed that, specific NPKI designs for different applications will be developed

in the future. Secure and private e-mail, electronic commerce and payment are the most

suitable systems to have a NPKI.

Flexible: NPKI is a general system. Therefore, it should be flexible in order to port it

to a specific application. Since no application specific design decision has been assumed in

NPKI, it can be easily adapted to a specific application. Moreover, one of the aims of the

nested certificate usage in the NPKI is to provide more flexible certification and

verification structure.

User oriented trust management: The key component of the NPKI is the user. The

CAs, certified objects and the verifiers are the users of NPKI. NPKI will be a X.509 based

PKI. Because of the regulative behavior of the standard X.509 [2] certificate structure, the
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users are retained in order to have a high degree of freedom and flexibility to construct

their own trust policies. The NPKI will allow the highest degree of freedom, flexibility and

ease that X.509 allows. For example, policy identifiers and cross certificates are such

X.509 structures. Furthermore, the users of NPKI will have extra flexibility to constitute

their own trust and certification policies because of the use of nested certificates.

The general design assumptions about the classical certificates of NPKI are as

follows:

Certificate Structure: In NPKI, the classical certificate structure will conform to

X.509 standard. The reason is that X.509 is a widely accepted international standard in the

area of digital certificates and the new products which uses digital certificates are getting

more and more X.509 compliant. However, the X.509 standard has been developed only

for the classical certificates. The X.509 conformance issues regarding the nested

certificates will be discussed in Section 4.8.

Topology: There is no restriction for the topology of the certificate network in NPKI.

It can be a tree or a directed graph structure. The graph structure, if any, can be constructed

using cross certificates or by having possessed several certificates from different CAs. In

the design of NPKI, the cross certificates will not be differentiated from the classical

certificates.

Trust and certificate path processing: In NPKI, the users will have partial freedom

to choose the trusted CA groups via policy identifiers that X.509 allows. Moreover, the

users will be able to specify their trusted CAs with the corresponding public keys, in their

local databases. In this way, the users will be able to specify their directly trusted starting

CAs of the certificate paths. The standard X.509 certificate path processing rules will be

used in NPKI.
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Network address types: Since NPKI is not for a specific application, there is no

need to restrict the type of the network address. Thus, in NPKI, the network addresses

specified in the classical certificates can be any address (e-mail, URL, etc.) that the X.509

standard allows.

Who signs the certificate? There are two main approaches about the executive

object for the digital signatures. One of them is that the digital signatures are issued by the

keys. Second approach is that the signatures are issued by individuals who own the keys.

Reiter and Stubblebine [85] have given a good discussion of this subject and some other

design criteria for the PKIs. The widely accepted answer to this question is to have the

keys as the executive signing object for the digital signatures and this answer will be

accepted for NPKI. Therefore, we will try to validate the keys, rather than the owners,

within the certificates as the signer of the next certificate on the certificate path.

Certificate Revocation: Certificate revocation in NPKI is not detailed in the thesis.

CRLs can be used for classical certificate revocation. The intuition is that the nested

certificates need not revoke, since they do not directly certify a public key. However, a

more detailed analysis must be done to confirm this intuition. Detailed nested certificate

revocation analysis is left as a future research topic.

The assumptions about the nested certificates and the NCAs in NPKI are explained

below.

A new type of certificate: The content and the usage of a nested certificate are

different from a classical certificate. Thus, in NPKI, the nested certificates are considered

as a new certificate type.
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CAs and NCAs are the same entities: Although the nested certificates are different

from the classical certificates, they can be issued by the same authorities. Therefore, the

CAs and NCAs can be the same NPKI entities, but an end user cannot be a CA or a NCA.

Trust Considerations for NCAs: In NPKI, an authority can issue a classical

certificate as well as a nested certificate, because of the above assumption. However, a user

may trust an entity differently as a CA and as a NCA, since assurances within classical and

nested certificates are different each other. In NPKI, the trust to the CA and the trust to the

NCA are distinguished. That means, a user will have two attributes for the trust

information of an authority. One of them is about trust information as a CA; the other is for

the trust information as a NCA.

X.509 compliance: The X.509 standard has not been designed for certificates other

than the classical certificates. Therefore, the implementation of NPKI with the above

assumptions in compliance with X.509 requires some minor modifications and

interpretation changes to the X.509 standard. Those modifications and changes will be

discussed briefly in Section 4.8.

4.2. General Structure of NPKI

The NPKI employs both the classical certificates and the nested certificates.

Actually, NPKI is a network of those types of certificates. The cross certificates are

considered as classical certificates in NPKI. The nodes of the NPKI network are the end

users, CAs and NCAs. In NPKI, the end users are distinguished from CAs and NCAs,

since X.509 certificate structure enforces such discrimination. However, the CAs and the

NCAs can be the same entities. Therefore, the CAs and the NCAs are not differentiated in

NPKI.
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The arcs of the NPKI network will be the certificates. A classical certificate is a

certificate from a CA to an end user or to another CA, so it is a node-to-node arc in the

representation. On the other hand, a nested certificate is issued to certify a subject

certificate. Therefore, a nested certificate is a certificate from a NCA to another certificate.

Thus, a nested certificate is represented as an arc from a node to another arc. Moreover, the

NPKI also supports the hierarchical nested certificates. A hierarchical nested certificate is

a nested certificate of which the subject certificate is another nested certificate. The

representation of a hierarchical nested certificate is again an arc from a node to another arc.

However, the subject arc for a hierarchical nested certificate is another nested certificate.

An example NPKI network is depicted in Figure 4.1. The hierarchical and normal nested

certificates do not have different structures. Therefore, they have not shown differently in

Figure 4.1.

CA / NCA

End user

Classical Certificate

Nested Certificate

Figure 4.1. An example NPKI network

4.3. Certificate Path Processing in NPKI

In NPKI, in order to verify the binding between the identity and the correct public

key for a target entity, the verifier must find a valid certificate path for which the end point

is the target entity. Such a path is named as the NPKI certificate path and it is derived from

the NPKI. The starting point of a NPKI certificate path is either the verifier itself or

another CA or NCA to whom the verifier directly trusts. To have a CA or NCA other than

the verifier as the starting point of the NPKI certificate path is allowed only if the verifier
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has an entry for that CA or NCA in the local trusted authorities database. The verifier has

also to know the correct public key of the first entity of the NPKI certificate path.

Moreover, the last certificate of the NPKI certificate path must be a classical certificate,

because this certificate is used to verify the public key of the target entity and only

classical certificates can certify public keys. The intermediary certificates of the NPKI

certificate path can be either classical or nested certificates. An example NPKI certificate

path is shown in Figure 4.2. In this example path, the certificates 1,3,4,7 and 8 are classical

certificates, whereas the certificates 2,5 and 6 are nested certificates.

CA / NCA

End user (Target)

Classical Certificate

Nested Certificate

A B

EDC THG

F

2
6

54

3
8

7

Figure 4.2. An example NPKI Certificate Path

All of the certificates of a NPKI certificate path are verified one by one sequentially.

The verification process starts with the first certificate of the NPKI certificate path and

ends with the certificate of the target entity. Each classical certificate is verified to find out

the public key of the CA or the NCA of the next certificate. On the other hand, the nested

certificates of the path are verified to validate their subject certificates. All of the

certificates must be verified successfully, in order to consider the NPKI certificate path as

valid and consequently to validate the public key of the target entity.

The NPKI certificate path verification algorithm is given in Figure 4.3. As can be

seen from this algorithm, there are two verification methods for the certificates on a NPKI

certificate path: (i) cryptographic verification method, (ii) subject certificate verification

method. The former one is the classical approach to verify a public key signature, which is

explained in Section 2.4.5 for classical certificates and in Section 3.4 for the nested

certificates. The latter method is explained in Section 3.5. The type of the predecessor

certificate determines the verification method of a certificate on a NPKI certificate path.

The first certificate of a path has no predecessor and it is verified cryptographically using
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the public key of its issuer. This public key must be known by the verifier. If the

predecessor certificate is a classical certificate, then the current certificate (whatever its

type is) is verified cryptographically using the public key of its issuer. This public key is

obtained from the verification of the predecessor certificate. If the predecessor certificate is

a nested certificate, then the current certificate (whatever its type is) is verified as the

subject certificate of its predecessor. Therefore, the total number of subject certificate

verifications is equal to the number of nested certificates on a NPKI certificate path.

Consequently, the total number of cryptographic certificate verifications is equal to the

number of classical certificates within the NPKI certificate path.

The algorithm given for the NPKI certificate path processing in Figure 4.3 explains

the general principles of certificate processing conceptually. Actual implementation

requires extra data structures, variables and predefined operations. For example, in order to

check if an authority is trusted or not, the verifier checks whether the policy identifier

within the certificate is in its allowed policy identifiers set or not. If so, the verifier trusts

the authority, otherwise does not trust. Another predefined operation is necessary to check

the validity of a signature over a certificate. All of the implementation details are defined

for classical certificates in X.509 [2]. X.509 conformance issues of the nested certificates

are discussed briefly in Section 4.8. Moreover, this algorithm is for a single path. In the

NPKI, there may be several paths between any two entities. If one path fails to validate the

target entity, then other paths should be tried.
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Given: a NPKI certificate path, c1,c2,c3, … ,cn-1,cn, with n certificates issued by

trusted authorities A1,A2,A3, … ,An-1,An, respectively and the legitimate

public key of A1, the issuer of c1.

The verifier applies the following algorithm to verify the NPKI certificate

path.

success := TRUE;

FOR i:=1 TO n DO

IF   i=1   OR   ci-1 is a classical certificate THEN

ci is verified cryptographically using the public key of Ai;

IF ci is not valid THEN

success := FALSE

ELSE IF ci-1 is a nested certificate THEN

ci is verified as the subject certificate of ci-1 ;

IF ci is not valid THEN

success := FALSE;

IF success THEN

NPKI certificate path is valid

ELSE

NPKI certificate path is invalid

Figure 4.3. NPKI certificate path verification algorithm

4.3.1. An Example on Certificate Path Verification

Figure 4.2 depicts an example of a NPKI certificate path which starts with the

certificate authority A and ends with the target entity T. Other entities (B, C, D, E, F, G and

H) are intermediate CAs and NCAs. The verifier initially knows only the correct public

key of A. However, the verifier does not know the public keys of the other entities at the

beginning. It is assumed that the verifier trusts A, C, D, G, H as CAs and trusts B, E, F as
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NCAs. The aim of this path is to verify the certificate of T and to get the correct public key

of it.

In that example, certificates 1, 2, 4, 5 and 8 are verified cryptographically, since they

have either classical certificate predecessors or no predecessor. On the other hand,

certificates 3, 6 and 7 are verified as subject certificates, since their predecessors are nested

certificates. In that run, it is assumed that all of the certificates are valid. In other words,

the signatures over the certificate contents are legitimate and the certificate contents are

unmodified. If a certificate with an invalid signature or modified certificate content existed

on the path, then the verifier would not be able to verify the public key of T. The step-by-

step verification of this example NPKI certificate path is explained below.

1. First the verifier verifies certificate 1 cryptographically. Since the verifier trusts A as a

CA then, it validates the certificate and finds out the public key of B.

2. Using the public key of B, the verifier verifies certificate 2 cryptographically. Since it

trusts B as a NCA, the verifier finds out the correct signature and the hash over

certificate 3 after this verification.

3. Certificate 3 is verified as the subject certificate of certificate 2. To do so, the verifier

first computes the hash of the actual certificate 3. Then, the verifier compares this

calculated hash with the one that it has found from the previous step. Next, the verifier

compares the signature that it has found from the previous step with the actual

signature over certificate 3. Since these comparisons yield equality and the verifier

trusts C as a CA, the verifier verifies certificate 3 without using the public key of C and

finds out the correct public key of D.
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4. Then, the verifier simply verifies certificate 4 cryptographically using the public key of

D that it has found from the previous step. Since the verifier trusts D as a CA, it gets

the correct public key of E.

5. Using the public key of E, the verifier verifies certificate 5 cryptographically. The

verifier trusts E as a NCA. Therefore, the verifier gets the correct signature and hash

over the certificate 6.

6. The nested certificate 6 is verified as the subject certificate of certificate 5. To do so,

the verifier first computes the hash of the actual certificate 6 content. Then, the verifier

compares this calculated hash with the one that it has found from the previous step.

Next, the verifier compares the signature that it has found from the previous step with

the actual signature over certificate 6. Since these comparisons yield equality and the

verifier trusts F as a NCA, the verifier verifies certificate 6 without using the public

key of F and finds out the correct signature and hash over certificate 7.

7. The nested certificate 7 is verified as the subject certificate of certificate 6. To do so,

the verifier first computes the hash of the actual certificate 7 content. Then, the verifier

compares this calculated hash with the one that it has found out in the previous step.

Next, the verifier compares the signature that it has found out in the previous step with

the actual signature over certificate 7. Since these comparisons yield equality and the

verifier trusts G as a CA, it verifies certificate 7 without using the public key of G and

finds out the correct public key of H.

8. Finally, the verifier verifies certificate 8 cryptographically by using the public key of H

that it had found out in the previous step and finds out the public key of the target

entity, T, since it trusts H as a CA.
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4.4. Structure of NPKI Certificate Paths

A NPKI certificate path is a sequence of nested certificate paths. The nested

certificate paths were defined in Section 3.6. To recap, a nested certificate path is a

sequence of nested certificates with a classical certificate at the end. In a nested certificate

path, each nested certificate certifies the next certificate.

For example, consider the example certificate path in Figure 4.2. In this path,

certificates 1, 4 and 8 are three separate 0-nested certificate paths. Certificates 2 and 3

constitute a 1-nested certificate path. Certificates 5, 6 and 7 form a 2-nested certificate

path. Therefore, this example NPKI certificate path contains 6 sequential nested certificate

paths. The last nested certificate path certifies the target end user of the NPKI certificate

path. The intermediate nested certificate paths certify the first CA/NCA of the next nested

certificate path. The public key of the first CA/NCA of the NPKI certificate path, which

must be known by the verifier, is used to start verification process of the first nested

certificate path. The public keys of the initial CAs/NCAs of the other nested certificate

paths are found by the verification of the preceding nested certificate paths.

The correctness proof of the verification of a nested certificate path was given in

Section 3.6.1. Since the verification of a NPKI certificate path is a sequence of nested

certificate path verifications, it is straightforward to prove the legitimacy of the NPKI

certificate path verification process.

4.5. Advantages and Disadvantages of NPKI

The advantages and the disadvantages of NPKI are the generalizations of the

advantages and the disadvantages of the nested certificates that had been explained in

Section 3.8.
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An authority may prefer to issue a nested certificate instead of a classical one, since

the assurance of a nested certificate is more restricted than a classical certificate.

Moreover, a nested certificate is only for a single certificate and its verification leads to the

verification of its subject certificate only. Therefore, the authorities of NPKI are more

flexible in terms of certificate issuance. Such a flexibility in the certificate issuance allows

extra certification relationships among the NPKI entities. Moreover, In NPKI, even if the

public key of a CA is not known or revoked, the certificates issued by that CA can still be

validated by using the nested certificates. In this way, the verifiers can combine

disconnected classical certificate paths via nested certificates and form alternative

certificate paths that cannot be constructed using only classical certificates. For example,

the 1-nested certificate path, which contains certificate 2, in Figure 4.2 and the 2-nested

certificate path, which contains the certificates 5 and 6, in Figure 4.2 connect three

disconnected certificate paths.

As explained in Section 3.8.5, the verification of a certificate as a subject certificate

is always computationally more efficient than the cryptographic verification of the same

certificate. Similarly, NPKI certificate path verification is also more efficient than classical

certificate path verification, since nested certificates are used in NPKI certificate paths. All

of the certificates of a classical certificate path are verified using cryptographic certificate

verification method. On the other hand, in the NPKI certificate paths, some of the

certificates are verified using the subject certificate verification method. The total number

of subject certificate verifications in a NPKI certificate path is the same as the total number

of nested certificates on the path. Therefore, the relative efficiency improvement of the

NPKI certificate path verification method over the classical certificate path verification

method is directly and linearly related to the number of nested certificates on the NPKI

certificate path. In a NPKI certificate path, there must be at least one classical certificate,

which is for the target entity of the path. Moreover, there may be some other classical

certificates as exemplified in Figure 4.2. In order to present the relative computational

efficiency improvement of the NPKI certificate path verification method over the classical

certificate path verification method, analytical and simulation studies are performed. The

results obtained from these studies will be given in Section 5.
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The nested certification overhead for the NCAs is the most important disadvantage

of the NPKI, if the NPKI is formed by using the transition from an existing PKI method. In

this method, in order to take the efficient verification advantage of the NPKI, several

nested certificates must be issued. This overhead is especially significant for the upper

level authorities of the infrastructure. Consequently, more storage space is necessary for

them. However, the usage of nested certificates improves the execution time of the

certificate path verification process. Therefore, NPKI is useful for the systems where the

time complexity for the verifiers is a more important bottleneck than the time complexity

for the NCAs. However, the balance between these time complexities can be adjusted by

the amount of nested certificate usage in NPKI. Sections 4.6 and 4.7 explain the PKI to

NPKI transition methods. The trade-off between these time complexities will be analyzed

in Section 5.4.

4.6. Transition from PKI to NPKI

As discussed above, a NPKI can be constructed using the free certification method

from zero. In such a NPKI, each CA/NCA is free to issue classical or nested certificates.

Another approach is to construct a NPKI by converting from an existing PKI. In this

method, there is a systematic nested certification enforcement. The sole aim of this method

is to have fast certificate path verification. In order to construct NPKI from an existing

PKI, there must be some rules about nested certificate issuance. In this section, the ways of

transition from PKI to NPKI will be discussed. As in the free certification method, the CAs

behave as NCAs here also. Moreover, the nested certificates are also node-to-arc arcs and

hierarchical nested certification is still possible in this method.

The basic rule behind the ability of the nested certificate issuance in PKI to form a

NPKI is briefly explained as follows. Let A be an authority and Ac be the set of authorities

that have been certified by A. A can validate the certificates, which had been issued by the

authorities in Ac, since A already knows the public keys of them. Consequently, A can issue

nested certificates for all of the certificates (nested or classical) that had been issued by the
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authorities in Ac. The above condition is necessary but not a sufficient condition. That

means, for some other reason, A may not want to issue nested certificates for some

certificates, which had been issued by the authorities in Ac.

The method, in which all of the authorities issue nested certificates for all of the

cases described by the above rule, is called as full nested certificate propagation. An

example application of the full nested certificate propagation method over a tree-shaped

PKI is given by Figure 4.4. On the other hand, the method, in which some authorities

prefer to issue nested certificates for some certificates, is called as partial nested certificate

propagation. The way of nested certification in partial nested certificate propagation

methods must also be well defined. A partial nested certificate propagation method is given

later in this subsection.

CA / NCA

End user

Classical Certificate

Nested Certificate

Figure 4.4. An example of the application of full nested certificate propagation method

By full nested certificate propagation method, it is possible to have a nested

certificate path between each node pair for which there was a classical certificate path in

the PKI before nested certificate issuance. This is actually the most important advantage of

full nested certificate propagation method, since the method improves the average

certificate path verification time significantly. However, a large volume of nested
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certificate issuance is necessary here. This overhead is more significant for the top level

authority. For example, as can be seen in Figure 4.4, the top-level authority has to issue 12

nested certificates. Moreover, in the same example, each second level authority has to issue

two nested certificates. Therefore, it may not be practical to use this method for crowded

hierarchies. Moreover, this method is an extreme case for nested certificate propagation in

PKIs.

The certificate paths that can be extracted from a NPKI formed by the partial nested

certificate propagation method are, actually, the NPKI certificate paths. The NPKI

certificate paths, which have been explained in Section 4.3, contain both classical and

nested certificates. The average improvement for the certificate path verification time in

this case is less than the full nested certificate propagation method. Moreover, the number

of nested certificates can be adjusted and kept to a reasonable level. A partial nested

certificate propagation method, namely nested certificate propagation towards end users

method, will be defined in the next subsection.

4.6.1. Nested Certificate Propagation Towards End Users

The full nested certificate propagation method creates one nested certificate path for

each classical certificate path of the original PKI. However, it is not a common practice to

verify the certificate of a CA/NCA by another CA/NCA. The common practice is to verify

the certificate of an end user starting with a CA/NCA. Indeed, the X.509 standard enforces

end user – CA distinction. The full nested certificate propagation method can be easily

modified to have nested certificate paths only towards end users starting with any

CA/NCA from which there exists a path in the original PKI. This is actually a kind of

partial nested certificate propagation method. This new method is called as nested

certificate propagation towards end users. In the nested certificate propagation towards

end user method, each CA issues nested certificates as in the full nested certificate

propagation method except that the CAs do not issue nested certificates for the classical

certificates which belong to other CAs. However, the classical certificates, which belong to

the end users, are certified. All of the nested certificates, if possible, are also certified. In
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this way, a nested certificate path is produced for each classical certificate path from a CA

to an end user. In this method, since no nested certificate is produced for the certificates

towards CAs/NCAs, the total number of nested certificates is less than the full nested

certificate propagation case. The analysis of the number of nested certificates to be

produced in this method will be given in Section 5.4.

An example application of the nested certificate propagation towards end user

method over a tree-shaped PKI is given by Figure 4.5. As can be seen in this figure, there

is a nested certificate towards each end user from CAs/NCAs. However, as expected, there

is no nested certificate path for the classical certificate paths between CAs/NCAs.

Moreover, in this example case, the number of nested certificates is less than the example

case of full nested certificate propagation method shown in Figure 4.4. For the same PKI,

full nested certificate propagation requires 20 nested certificates, whereas nested certificate

propagation towards end user method requires 16 nested certificates.

CA / NCA

End user

Classical Certificate

Nested Certificate

Figure 4.5. An example application of nested certificate propagation towards end user

method
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4.6.2. The Comments on Nested Certificate Propagation Methods

There are two important comments on the nested certificate propagation methods.

One of them is about the availability requirements of the authorities and propagation delay.

This is explained in this subsection. The other comment will be explained in Section 4.7.

Once an end user, say E, is issued a classical certificate by a CA, say C, some

classical certificate paths towards E are automatically created depending on the topology of

the PKI. In order to create certificate paths with nested certificates corresponding to these

classical certificate paths, nested certificate propagation is necessary. This propagation

may be full, partial or towards end user depending on the choice in the NPKI. At the first

glance, the authorities seem to be available on-line during the propagation process.

Although the authorities must issue nested certificates for propagation, they need not

accomplish this task just after the classical certificate issuance for E. The propagation

process may be completed in time. The nested certificate propagation is carried out only to

form efficiently verifiable nested certificate paths towards E. However, the absence of

some nested certificates on these paths does not cause non-verifiability of E, since there are

compensating classical certificates in the PKI. Only the efficiency improvement of the

nested certificate path verifications is not fully utilized temporarily for these cases.

Whatever the propagation method chosen, it is sufficient for the NCAs to

periodically check their neighbor CAs/NCAs for new certificates to issue nested

certificates for them. The length of this period is related to the time to the completeness of

the nested certificate propagation for E. If long time periods are chosen by the NCAs for

periodic nested certificate issuance, the completeness of the nested certificate propagation

for E takes long time. However, even if the nested certificate propagation does not

complete, each nested certificate issuance improves the average certificate path verification

time.
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Another important point about nested certificate propagation is that the propagation

methods are sequential, not parallel. That means, the nested certificates must be issued

starting with the authorities which are closer to E. Each authority should wait for the

authorities which are closer to E. Because, each authority should certify the nested

certificate, which has been issued by the authority which is closer to E. Therefore, the

propagation delay is cumulative.

4.7. Nested Certificate Propagation versus Classical Certificate Propagation

Nested certificate propagation methods are described in Section 4.6. An alternative

approach to nested certificate propagation is the following: Each CA, say CA1, verifies all

the paths in the PKI starting with CA1. Having verified each path, CA1 issues a classical

certificate for the verified target entity. This method is theoretically possible in PGP [4,5]

and ICE-TEL [34] systems. This is called full classical certificate propagation. In this

way, it is possible to have just a single certificate between each node pair for which there

was a classical certificate path in the PKI beforehand. Therefore, the certificate path

verification is reduced to single certificate verification. This is, actually, an advantage of

this method over nested certificate propagation. That means, the average certificate path

(actually, single certificate) verification time for full classical certificate propagation

method is less than average certificate path (actually, nested certificate path) verification

time for full nested certificate propagation method. The full classical certificate

propagation method can have a partial version in which some CAs can verify some paths

of PKI to issue direct classical certificates for some other CAs.

The total number of nested certificates that must be issued in the full nested

certificate propagation method is equal to the total number of extra classical certificates

that must be issued in the full classical certificate propagation method. Moreover, the total

numbers of verifications that must be performed by each CA of PKI for propagation are

the same in both methods. Thus, it can be said that “why must one insist on nested

certificate propagation method, since it has no advantage over classical certificate
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propagation?”. Although the classical certificate propagation method is more

advantageous, it is not possible to apply that method all the time. In the subsequent

subsections, the motivations behind the nested certificate propagation will be discussed.

First, it is worthwhile to mention that the philosophy of nested certification does not

discourage classical certificate issuance. On the contrary, the classical certification must be

used together with nested certificates. If possible, classical certificate propagation must be

performed. However, it is not always possible to do so. The nested certification is designed

to close the gap of classical certification, especially classical certificate propagation.

There are mainly three motivations behind nested certificate propagation. These are

the followings.

1. Trust information-free certificate issuance.

2. Preservation of trust relationships.

3. Appropriateness for distributed implementations.

Above three motivations will be examined in detail below.

4.7.1. Trust Information-Free Certificate Issuance

In order to verify a public key through a classical certificate path, the verifier must

trust all of the intermediate CAs on the path. If even one of those CAs is not trusted, then

the verifier cannot verify the path and consequently, the public key of the target of the

path. Therefore, in order to realize full classical certificate propagation, every CA of the

PKI must trust everyone that can be reached starting with itself. Certainly, this is not a

realistic assumption. On the other hand, partial classical certificate propagations are

possible for the CAs, for which it is possible to verify some classical certificate paths that

contain trusted CAs. Indeed, this should be done in a PKI. That means, if it is possible to
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verify the public key of a target entity for CA1, then CA1 should issue a classical certificate

for that target entity. The necessary condition for this issuance is that CA1 must trust all of

the intermediate CAs on the certificate path towards the target entity. On the other hand, if

there is at least one untrusted (or the trust information is unknown) CA on the path, then

CA1 will not be able to verify the path and will not be able to issue a classical certificate for

the target entity.

On the other hand, in order to issue a nested certificate for a subject certificate, the

NCA does not need to trust anyone. Therefore, nested certificate propagation is possible all

the time, especially for the cases where classical certificate propagation is not possible

because of trust reasons. In order to issue a nested certificate, the NCA should only know

the correct public key of the subject certificate issuer and should verify the signature over

the subject certificate. Moreover, as described in Section 4.6, it can be easily assumed that

the NCAs know the public keys of the subject certificate issuers to verify subject

certificates in full and partial nested certificate propagation methods. The NCA does not

need to trust the subject certificate issuer or the entity certified within the subject classical

certificate. Because, by definition, a nested certificate does not guarantee the information

correctness of the subject certificate content. Having verified a nested certificate and its

subject certificate via that nested certificate, the verifier must also trust the subject

certificate issuer, in order to completely verify the subject certificate.

4.7.2. Preservation of Trust Relationships

Classical certificate propagation methods spoils the existing trust relationships in the

PKI, since a CA forces the verifiers to by-pass a certificate path by issuing a direct

classical certificate for the target entity. Although this situation does not seem to be a

problem at the first glance, it may cause a problem for the strictly hierarchical PKIs, like

the PKIs of DNS security extensions [64], PEM [46] and SET [47] systems. In such strictly

hierarchical PKIs , it is not possible to by-pass intermediate CA levels and consequently,

classical certificate propagation is not possible for these PKIs.
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For strictly hierarchical PKIs, the trust relationships must be preserved such that the

authorities of the PKI paths, which the verifiers trust, must be kept the same after the

propagation. Nested certificate propagation methods preserve trust relationships in this

manner as is described below.

As described earlier, the verifiers should also trust the subject certificate issuers in

order to verify a subject certificate via a nested certificate. Moreover, each authority deals

with its neighbor in the propagation phase. Therefore, the nested certificate propagation

methods do not spoil the trust relationships for the verifiers. In this way, trust relationships

within the PKI are preserved in the NPKI, which is constructed via nested certificate

propagation. This discussion will be generalized to the full and partial nested certificate

propagation cases.

By the full nested certificate propagation method, one nested certificate path is

created for each classical certificate path in the PKI. Moreover, a nested certificate path

passes through the CAs that its corresponding classical certificate path passes. As a

consequence, in the nested certificate path verification process, the verifier must trust

exactly the same CAs of the corresponding classical certificate path. In this way, the

existing trust relationships in the PKI are preserved in the NPKI. For example, consider

Figure 4.6. In this figure, both a classical certificate path, which is the certificate sequence

cc6, cc5, cc4, cc3, cc2, cc1, cc0, and its corresponding nested certificate path, which is the

certificate sequence nc6, nc5, nc4, nc3, nc2, nc1, cc0, are shown together. The verifier has to

trust the authorities A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6 in order to verify both classical and nested

certificate paths. Moreover, in both classical and nested certificate path verifications, the

verifier must know the public key of A6 a priori. That means, the prerequisites of both path

verifications are the same. On the other hand, since a large amount of subject certificate

verifications are performed, the average path verification time in NPKI is significantly less

than the average classical certificate path verification time in PKI.
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Figure 4.6. An example classical certificate path and its corresponding nested certificate

path produced by full nested certificate propagation

The NPKI certificate paths formed by the partial nested certificate propagation

methods have both classical and nested certificates as the intermediate certificates.

Therefore, the verification times of them will not be as small as the nested certificate paths.

Nevertheless, the average NPKI certificate path verification time in this case is better than

the classical certificate paths. Moreover, the NPKI certificate paths formed by a partial

nested certificate propagation method also pass through the exactly the same CAs that the

corresponding classical certificate paths pass. Therefore, the trust relationships in PKI are

also preserved here. For example, in Figure 4.7, both a classical certificate path (the

certificate sequence cc6, cc5, cc4, cc3, cc2, cc1, cc0) and a corresponding NPKI certificate

path produced by partial nested certificate propagation (the certificate sequence nc6, nc5,

cc4, cc3, nc2, cc1, cc0) are shown together. As can be seen from this figure, the verifier must

know the public key of A6 and must trust all of the authorities, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6, for

the verification of both paths. In other words, the trust relationships in the classical

certificate path of the PKI are also preserved in NPKI certificate path produced via partial

nested certificate propagation.

To summarize, it can be said that nested certificate propagation methods preserve the

existing trust relationships in the PKI. In this way, the trust structure of the PKI is not

spoiled.
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Figure 4.7. An example classical certificate path and its corresponding nested certificate

path produced by partial nested certificate propagation

4.7.3. Suitability for Distributed Implementations

One should verify the paths starting from itself in classical certificate propagation

methods. Such an approach is centralized. At least, classical certificate propagation

methods require enumerating all of the paths starting from a node in the global PKI.

However, in nested certificate propagation method, everyone is responsible to issue nested

certificates to the certificates that its certified nodes have issued. This approach is more

suitable to distributed applications. Moreover, in nested certificate propagation method,

one need not enumerate paths to issue nested certificates. It is sufficient for an authority to

check its certified authorities regularly for new certificates and issue nested certificates for

these new certificates.

4.8. X.509 Conformance

One of the basic design goals of the NPKI is that NPKI is X.509 compliant.

However, the X.509 standard [2] has been designed for classical certificates, not for nested

certificates. Therefore, the X.509 standard should be modified to accommodate the nested

certificates as well as the classical certificates. In this section, proposals for these

modifications will be discussed.
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4.8.1. Different Attributes for the Certified Entity

The most important difference between a classical certificate and a nested certificate

is the difference in content. A classical certificate certifies the binding between the name

and the public key of an entity. Therefore, it contains a name and a public key as the

attributes of the certified entity. On the other hand, a nested certificate certifies the binding

between a certificate and its claimed signature. Thus, it contains a certificate identifier and

a hash and signature combination as the attributes of the certified entity. Therefore, there

are two subproblems regarding the representation of these two attributes of the nested

certificates in X.509. These are the problem of the representation of the claimed hash and

signature and the problem of the representation of the subject certificate identity in X.509.

Solutions to these problems are sketched below.

Representation of the claimed hash and signature: In classical X.509 [2]

certificates, the public key of the certified entity is stored as a bitstring. In nested

certificates the hash and the signature combination can also be represented as bitstring.

Therefore, there is no structural problem to represent the claimed hash and signature of a

nested certificate in X.509. The only difference is in the name and the interpretation of the

certified object field. For classical certificates, the certified object is a public key, whereas

in nested certificates, the certified object is a hash and signature combination. This

problem can be solved by renaming the subjectPublicKeyInfo field of a classical X.509

certificate as certifiedObject and interpreting that field differently for classical and nested

certificates. Once the type of the certificate (classical or nested) is identified, the

certifiedObject field will be able to be interpreted either as the public key of the certified

entity (for classical certificates) or as the claimed hash and signature combination of the

subject certificate (for nested certificates).

Representation of the subject certificate identity: The Name structure of the

classical X.509 certificates cannot be used to represent the identity of the subject certificate

in the nested certificates. A certificate identity is of type integer. In the nested certificates,

the identity of the subject certificate can be represented in the otherName choice of the
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Subject Alternative Name (subjectAltName) extension field of the X.509 structure. For the

nested certificates, instead of the name field, the otherName choice of the

subjectAltName extension will be processed to extract the identity of the subject

certificate that had been certified by the nested certificate.

4.8.2. The Problem of Differentiation in the Certificate Types

In order to use the solutions described in Section 4.8.1, the certificate type must be

identified a priori. In this subsection, three alternative solutions are proposed to identify

whether a certificate is a classical certificate or a nested certificate.

Alternative 1: There is no certificate type concept in the X.509 standard. Different

types of certificates, like user certificates, CA certificates and cross certificates, are stored

with different attributes in the directories. The nested certificates can be stored with a new

attribute also. In this way, the certificate processor can understand whether a certificate is a

nested certificate or not.

Alternative 2: However, for some applications those directories are not used. In

order to differentiate a nested certificate from a classical certificate in case of absence of

those directories, a certificate type field might be added to the certificate structure.

Depending on the value of that field, the certificate can be interpreted either as a classical

or a nested certificate.

Alternative 3: The second alternative above requires a change in the structure of the

X.509 certificates, therefore that solution is costly. Moreover, the first one is not useful for

all of the applications. The third alternative uses the Extended Key Usage (extKeyUsage)

extension field of the classical X.509 certificate structure. That field is used to assign an

extra function to the certified public key of a classical certificate via object identifiers. That

field can also be used to qualify a certificate as a nested certificate. A publicly known
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object identifier can be assigned as the value for the extKeyUsage field for the nested

certificates and the certificate processor checks the value of that field to understand

whether a certificate is a nested certificate or not. Moreover, the value of that field is

assigned at the issuance time of a nested certificate. Therefore, this solution does not

require a design modification for the X.509 certificate structure, so it is the least costly

solution for the problem of differentiation in the certificate types.

4.8.3. CA – NCA Differentiation and Trust Considerations

In the previous sections, it is assumed that a single entity can behave both as a CA

and as a NCA. The only difference is in their trustworthiness. Since the trust information is

kept as policy identifiers in X.509, there must be different policy identifiers for the NCAs.

This is neither a design nor an implementation problem, because the policy identifiers are

assigned at the issuance time. However, the certificate structure should allow checking the

trustworthiness of the CAs and the NCAs differently. Therefore, the CAs for the classical

certificates must be interpreted as the NCAs for the nested certificates. Once the type of the

certificate is identified by using one of the methods described in Section 4.8.2, this

interpretation problem becomes an issue of implementation. Therefore, there is no need to

change the fields related to CAs in the X.509 certificate structure.
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5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The main advantage of the nested certification scheme is the computational

efficiency of the subject certificate verification method as compared to the cryptographic

certificate verification method. Consequently, nested certificate path and NPKI certificate

path verification methods are more efficient than the classical certificate path verification

method. Moreover, a significant amount of nested certificates must be issued to convert a

PKI into NPKI and there is a trade-off between the number of nested certificates and

efficiency improvement in certificate path verification. In this section, the analytical and

simulation studies will be detailed to support the claimed performance characteristics. The

performance measure that is used in these analyses is the speed-up factor. The speed-up

factor is the ratio for the verification improvement of using nested certificates over the

classical techniques.

In Section  5.1.1, analytical formulation of the speed-up factor for the subject

certificate verification method is derived and it is proven that the subject certificate

verification method is always faster than the cryptographic certificate verification method.

The graphical analysis of the subject certificate verification speed-up factor is given in

Section 5.1.2. The formulation of the speed-up factor for the NPKI certificate path

verification method is derived in Section 5.1.3. It is proven that the NPKI certificate path

verification method performs faster than the classical certificate paths of the same length

and characteristics. The analysis of the NPKI certificate path verification speed-up factor is

given in Section 5.1.4. Analytical comparison of the subject certificate verification and the

NPKI certificate path verification speed-up factors is given in Section 5.1.5. It is concluded

that the NPKI certificate path verification speed-up factor is always less than the

corresponding subject certificate verification speed-up factor, because of the classical

certificates in the NPKI certificate paths. The NPKI certificate path verification speed-up

factor approaches to the subject certificate verification speed-up factor, as the proportion of

number of nested certificates increases. The nested certificate path verification speed-up

factor is analyzed in Section 5.1.6. It is observed that the nested certificate path verification
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speed-up factor increases, as the number of nested certificates on the nested certificate path

increases.

Simulation results regarding subject certificate verification, NPKI certificate path

verification and nested certificate path verification are given in Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and

5.2.3 respectively. The characteristics of the simulation results are similar to the analytical

results except that the simulation results are less than the analytical results, as discussed in

Section 5.3.

Nested certification overhead, which is the number of nested certificates to be issued

by the authorities in NPKI, is analyzed for a tree shaped topology in Section 5.4. The

trade-off between the nested certification overhead and the certificate path verification

efficiency is exemplified for an example case in the same section. It is concluded that,

although the nested certificate propagation improves the NPKI certificate path verification

significantly, it causes an overhead especially for the upper level authorities in NPKI.

However, this overhead is tolerable to have efficiently verifiable certificate paths.

5.1. Analytical Performance Evaluation

The relative performance improvement of the subject certificate verification method

over cryptographic certificate verification method and the improvement of nested and

NPKI certificate path verification methods over the classical certificate path verification

method are formulated and their graphical analyses are given in this subsection..

5.1.1. Formulation of Subject Certificate Verification Performance

Subject certificate verification method, which is explained in Section 3.5, is more

time-efficient than the cryptographic certificate verification method, which is explained in
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Sections 2.4.5 and 3.4. Cryptographic certificate verification method employs both public

key cryptosystem operation and hash calculation. On the other hand, the subject certificate

verification method does not employ any public key cryptosystem operation. Only hash

computation and comparisons are enough to verify a subject certificate via a nested

certificate. Hash calculation is also a part of the cryptographic certificate verification

method. Therefore, the time spent for the public key cryptosystem operation is the saving

of the subject certificate verification method.

In this subsection, the relative computational speed-up factor for the subject

certificate verification time over the public key cryptosystem based certificate verification

time is formulated. The speed-up factor indicates how many times the subject certificate

verification method is faster than the cryptographic certificate verification method.

Moreover, it will be proven that the subject certificate verification is always

computationally more efficient than the cryptographic certificate verification. In order to

formulate the computational speed-up factor, the total cryptographic certificate verification

time and the total subject certificate verification time are also formulated.

As explained in Sections 2.4.5 and 3.4, the first step of the cryptographic verification

of a certificate is the hash computation of the certificate content. Then, the public key

cryptosystem based signature verification operation is applied to the signature part of the

certificate. In this way, the verifier finds out the correct hash that the CA had signed.

Finally, the computed hash is compared with the verified hash for equality. ),,( certchpkcT  is

the total time of the cryptographic verification of the certificate cert which uses the hash

algorithm h and the public key cryptosystem c. Neglecting the time for the comparison,

),,( certchpkcT  is formulated as:

),,( certchpkcT =
( )

c
h

h t
certS

t ++
λ

(5.1)
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where, ( )mS is the size-of function and returns the bit length of its argument m. h is

the hash algorithm used, like the MD5 [15] or SHA-1 [16] algorithms. ht  is the fixed setup

time for the hash algorithm h in milliseconds (msec). hλ  is the throughput of the hash

algorithm h in bits/msec. c is the public key cryptosystem used, like the RSA [12] or DSA

[32] cryptosystems. ct  is the time necessary for the verification in the public key

cryptosystem c in msec. The cert is the certificate content, which is to be verified.

The size of the signature over the hash cert does not depend on the size of cert and

the hash algorithm used. It solely depends on the cryptosystem used for signing. For

example, in the RSA cryptosystem, the signature size is the same as the modulus size of

the signing key, for the DSA cryptosystem, the signature has two 160-bits long parts. That

is why ct  does not depend on ( )certS  and the hash size.

The time necessary to compute the hash of a certificate content has two parts: (i)

fixed setup time, ht , which is for the initializations; (ii) hash calculation time, which

depends on the size of the certificate content and calculated as 
( )

h

certS

λ
.

On the other hand, the subject certificates are verified by one hash computation and

two comparisons as described in Section 3.5. ),( scertzsT  is the total time of the verification

of the certificate scert as a subject certificate using the hash algorithm z. Neglecting the

time for the comparisons, ),( scertzsT  is formulated as:

),( scertzsT =
( )

z
z

scertS
t

λ
+ (5.2)
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where, ( )mS is the size-of function and returns the bit length of its argument m. z is

the hash algorithm used, like the MD5 or SHA-1 algorithms. zt  is the fixed setup time for

the hash algorithm z in msec. zλ  is the throughput of the hash algorithm z in bits/msec.

The scert is the subject certificate content that is to be verified.

The relative improvement of the subject certificate verification over the

cryptographic certificate verification must be analyzed for the same certificates, that

means, cert = scert. Further assume that, the same hash algorithms are employed for both

type of verifications, that means, h = z.  ),,( certchf  is the relative computational speed-up

factor for the verification of the certificate cert as a subject certificate over the

cryptographic verification of it. h is the hash algorithm and c is the public key

cryptosystem used in the verifications. ),,( certchf  is formulated as:

( )

( )
h

h

c
h

h

s

pkc

certS
t

t
certS

t

T

T
f

certh

certch
certch

λ

λ

+

++
==

),(

),,(
),,(

( )
h

h

c

certS
t

t

λ
+

+=1
( )

chc

h

t

certS

t

t

⋅
+

+=

λ

1
1 (5.3)

The values of ht , ct , hλ  and ( )certS  are all positive. Therefore, as Equation 5.3

implies, the relative speed-up factor ),,( certchf  is always larger than 1. This conclusion

proves the following theorem.

Theorem 2: Verification of a certificate as a subject certificate is always

computationally more efficient than the verification of the same certificate by employing a

signature verification scheme based on a public key cryptosystem, assuming that the same

hash algorithms are used in both cases.
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5.1.2. Graphical Analysis of Subject Certificate Verification Speed-up Factor

The hash computation is a more computationally efficient process than the

cryptographic verification of a signature. Bosselaers et. al. [80,81] reported that 5MDλ = 136

Kbits/msec, 1SHA−λ = 55 Kbits/msec on a 90 Mhz Pentium computer. On the other hand,

Wiener [84] has reported that 1024RSAt = 0.6 msec, 1024DSAt = 27 msec on a 200 Mhz Pentium

computer. However, such performance values for hash functions and public key

cryptosystem operations are not obtained on the same platform. For our analyses, we have

measured the execution times of the MD5 [15] and SHA-1 [16] hash functions and the

RSA [12] and DSA [32] cryptosystems with different key sizes. The measurements are

obtained by running on a 166 Mhz Pentium computer. The cryptographic library of the

SECUDE toolkit [86] was used. Table 5.1 gives these measurements.

Table 5.1. Execution times for public key cryptosystem verifications and hash calculations

$OJRULWKP �PVHF� �ELWV�PVHF�
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The behavior of the speed-up factor, ),,( certchf , versus the certificate size, ( )certS ,

for different cryptosystem and hash algorithm combinations is given by the graphs in

Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. These graphs are drawn by using the formula given in Equation

5.3 and the ct , ht , hλ  values of Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Change of speed-up factor with respect to certificate size for different

algorithm combinations
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Figure 5.2. Change of speed-up factor with respect to certificate size for different

algorithm combinations

The speed-up factor in Equation 5.3, ),,( certchf , is directly related to cryptographic

verification time, ct . The speed-up factor is inversely related to the certificate size,

( )certS . Those conclusions can be seen from Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. The speed-up

factor varies between 8 and 3000 for the public key cryptosystem - hash function pairs

considered. The speed-up factor becomes larger for the slower cryptosystems like the

DSA512, DSA1024 and RSA2048, as shown in Figure 5.1. Moreover, the speed-up factor

decreases while the certificate size increases. However, there is a remarkable improvement

even for the large certificate sizes. For example, where ( )certS  = 6000 bits, then the

speed-up factor varies between 8 and 640, in other words, the subject certificate
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verification is 8 to 640 times faster than the cryptographic verification. On the other hand,

the typical certificate sizes are 3000 to 4500 bits. The speed-up factors for the typical

certificate sizes are between 10 and 1220, depending on the algorithms used.

The speed-up factor for the RSA512 cryptosystem is the one with the smallest values

as shown in Figure 5.2. However, the average speed-up factor for RSA512 is 20. That

means, the subject certificate verification method is 20 times faster than the RSA512 based

cryptographic certificate verification. Although this factor is smaller than other

cryptosystems, it is still a good improvement.

The hash algorithms also effect the speed-up factor. However, since the hash

algorithms are much faster than the public key cryptographic operations, the effect of the

hash computation time over the speed-up factor is not as significant as the execution time

of the public key cryptosystem operations.

As can be seen from Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, the effect of the MD5 hash algorithm

over the speed-up factor is better than the effect of the SHA-1 hash algorithm for the same

cryptosystems. The throughput of the MD5 algorithm is greater than the one of the SHA-1

algorithm and the setup times are almost the same in both cases, as can be seen from Table

5.1. The effect of the MD5 algorithm over the speed-up factor is better, since the speed-up

factor given by Equation 5.3 is directly related to the hash throughput.

5.1.3. Formulation of NPKI Certificate Path Verification Performance

Verification of a certificate as a subject certificate is more efficient than the

cryptographic verification of the same certificate as given by Theorem 2 of Section 5.1.1.

In this subsection, the relative speed-up factor for the NPKI certificate path verification

time over the classical certificate path verification time is formulated. The speed-up factor

gives an idea about how many times the NPKI certificate path verification method is faster
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than the classical certificate path verification. Moreover, it will be proven that the NPKI

certificate path verification is always computationally more efficient than the classical

certificate path verification. In order to formulate the speed-up factor, the NPKI and

classical certificate path verification times are also formulated.

Let N-path be a NPKI certificate path. In N-path, all of the certificates (nested or

classical) must be verified either cryptographically or as subject certificates. In the N-path

verification time formulation, three certificate sets will be used. These sets are

SubjectCertsN-path, CryptCertsN-path and AllCertsN-path. The definitions of them are as

follows:

{ }escertificat  subjectas verified be to escertificat the of index the isi  icerttsSubjectCer path-N = (5.4)

{ }hicallycryptograp verified be to escertificat the of index the isi  icertCryptCerts path-N = (5.5)

CryptCertstsSubjectCerAllCerts path-N �= (5.6)

In the N-path, the certificates with nested certificate predecessors are verified as

subject certificates. Therefore, the total number of subject certificate verifications is the

total number of nested certificates. Consequently, the total number of cryptographic

verifications is the total number of classical certificates of the N-path. Thus, the numbers

of elements of the above declared sets are given as:

pathN
ncpath-N ntsSubjectCer −= (5.7)

pathN
ccpath-N nCryptCerts −= (5.8)
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pathN
totalpath-N nAllCerts −= (5.9)

where pathN
ccn −  is the total number of classical certificates, pathN

ncn −  is the total number

of nested certificates of the N-path. pathN
totaln − pathN

cc
pathN

nc nn −− += , i.e. the total number of

certificates of the N-path.

),( chpathNT −  is the total N-path verification time. For the sake of the simplicity of the

analysis, it is assumed that the same hash algorithm h and the same public key

cryptosystem c are used for all of the certificates of the N-path. Under these assumptions,

),( chpathNT −  is formulated as:

),( chpathNT − ∑
∈

=
path-NCryptCertspcert

ppkc certchT ),,( ∑
∈

+
path-NtsSubjectCertcert

ts certhT ),( (5.10)

),,( ptpkc cerchT  and ),( ts certhT are the times for the verification of a certificate using a

public key cryptosystem and the verification of a certificate as a subject certificate

respectively. Substituting Equations 5.1 and 5.2 of Section 5.1.1 for ),,( ptpkc cerchT  and

),( ts certhT , the total N-path verification time, ),( chpathNT − , becomes:

),( chpathNT −

( )
∑

∈






++=

path-NCryptCertspcert
c

h

p
h t

certS
t

λ
( )∑

∈
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path-NtsSubjectCertcert h

t
h

certS
t

λ
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path-Npath-N CryptCertspcert h
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certS
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( )∑∑
∈∈







++=

path-Npath-N
AllCertsicert h

i
h

CryptCertspcert
c

certS
tt

λ

( )
pathN

total

AllCertsicert
i

h

pathN
total

AllCertsicert
h

CryptCertspcert
c n

certS
n

tt −

∈
−

∈∈

∑
∑∑ ⋅++= path-N

path-Npath-N
λ

(5.11)

It has been assumed that the same hash algorithm h and the same cryptosystem c are

used for all of the certificates of the N-path. Therefore, it can be deduced that:

c
pathN

cc
CryptCertspcert

c tnt
path-N

⋅= −

∈
∑ (5.12)

h
pathN

total
AllCertsicert

h tnt ⋅= −

∈
∑

path-N

(5.13)

Furthermore, 

( )
pathN

total

AllCertsicert
i

n

certS

−

∈
∑

path-N  is the average size of all of the certificates of the N-

path and this average value is denoted as ( )pathN
avgcertS − . Under these considerations,

Equation 5.11 becomes:

),( chpathNT − ⋅= − pathN
ccn ct h

pathN
total tn ⋅+ − ⋅+ − pathN

totaln
( )

h

pathN
avgcertS

λ

−

(5.14)

In order to examine the speed-up factor of the NPKI certificate path verification over

the classical certificate path verification, the classical certificate path verification time

should also be formulated. In a classical certificate path, all of the certificates are classical
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certificates that must be verified cryptographically. Therefore, a classical certificate path

can be considered as a special case of a NPKI certificate path where there are no nested

certificates. That is, for a classical certificate path, C-path:

{ }=− pathCtsSubjectCer (5.15)

pathCpathC AllCertsCryptCerts −− = . (5.16)

From Equations 5.15 and 5.16, it can be deduced that:

0=− pathC
ncn (5.17)

pathC
total

pathC
cc nn −− =  (5.18)

Under these considerations, the verification time of C-path, ),( chpathCT − , is given by

Equation 5.19.

),( chpathCT − ⋅= − pathC
totaln ct h

pathC
total tn ⋅+ − ⋅+ − pathC

totaln
( )

h

pathC
avgcertS

λ

−

(5.19)

),,( path-Nchpathf  is the speed-up factor for the verification of N-path over the

verification of C-path in terms of the time spent for the verifications. ),,( path-Nchpathf  must

be analyzed where the path lengths and the average certificate sizes of the N-path and C-

path are the same. Moreover, it is also assumed that the same hash algorithm h and the

same cryptosystem c are used in both N-path and C-path. These assumptions imply that:
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pathN
total

pathC
total nn −− = (5.20)

( ) ( )pathC
avg

pathN
avg certScertS −− = (5.21)

Under these considerations, ),,( path-Nchpathf  is given by Equation 5.22. The

derivation is as follows:

),,( path-Nchpathf
),(

),(

ch

ch

pathN

pathC

T

T

−

−=

( )

( )
h

pathN
avgpathN

totalh
pathN

totalc
pathN
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avgpathC
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pathC
total

certS
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ntntn
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λ
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−−−
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−−−

⋅+⋅+⋅

⋅+⋅+⋅
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avgpathN
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totalc
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(5.22)

The values of ht , ct , hλ  and ( )pathN
avgcertS −  are all positive and finite. Therefore,

( )










⋅

++
−

ch

pathN
avg

c

h

t

certS

t

t

λ
1

1
 is between, but excluding, 0 and 1. Moreover, pathN

total
pathN

nc nn −− < .

Thus, the denominator of Equation 5.22 is also between, but excluding, 0 and 1. Therefore,

provided that pathN
ncn −  is not zero, the relative speed-up factor ),,( path-Nchpathf , which is
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given by Equation 5.22, is always larger than 1. This conclusion proves the following

theorem.

Theorem 3: Let N-path be a NPKI certificate path with at least one nested certificate

on it. Let C-path be a classical certificate path with the same number of certificates as the

N-path. Assuming that the average certificate sizes, the public key cryptosystems and the

hash functions used are the same in both paths, the verification of the N-path is always

computationally more efficient than the verification of the C-path.

5.1.4. Analysis of NPKI Certificate Path Verification Speed-up Factor

The speed-up factor ),,( path-Nchpathf  given by Equation 5.22 is dependent on three

parameters. These are the followings.

1. The cryptosystem – hash function pair. The ht , ct  and hλ  values are determined

depending on the cryptosystem and hash function used. ht  is inversely, ct and hλ  are

directly related to speed-up factor.

2. The degree of nested certification. This value, which is denoted as 
pathN

total

pathN
nc

n

n
−

−

 in Equation

5.22, is the fraction of the number of nested certificates over the number of all

certificates on the N-path. The degree of nested certification is a value between 0 and

1, but it cannot be 1 since there must be at least one classical certificate on the N-path.

If it is 0, then it means there is no nested certificate on the path, therefore the path

becomes a classical certificate path. The degree of nested certification is directly

related to the speed-up factor.
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3. The average certificate size ( )pathN
avgcertS − . The average certificate size is inversely

related to the speed-up factor.

The NPKI certificate path verification speed-up factor is also relevant with the

subject certificate verification speed-up factor. As an example case, the behavior of the

both speed-up factors will be analyzed comparatively for the case where h = SHA-1 and c

= RSA-512. The behavior of the speed-up factors ),512,1(
pathN

avg
certRSASHAf −  and

)path-N,512,1( RSASHApathf  versus the average certificate size, ( )pathN
avgcertS − , and the degree of

nested certification, 
pathN

total

pathN
nc

n

n
−

−

, is given in Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.3, the upper curve, with all

‘*’ characters, is the curve of ),512,1(
pathN

avg
certRSASHAf −  versus ( )pathN

avgcertS −  and it is drawn

by using Equation 5.3. The mesh below this curve is the mesh for )path-N,512,1( RSASHApathf

versus ( )pathN
avgcertS −  and 

pathN
total

pathN
nc

n

n
−

−

, which is drawn by using Equation 5.22. The 1SHAt , 512RSAt

and the 1SHAλ  values of Table 5.1 are used. As can be seen from Figure 5.3, the

)path-N,512,1( RSASHApathf  values are always less than the ),512,1(
pathN

avg
certRSASHAf −  values for

all of the average certificate sizes. Moreover, )path-N,512,1( RSASHApathf  values approach

),512,1(
pathN

avg
certRSASHAf −  values as 

pathN
total

pathN
nc

n

n
−

−

 approaches to 1.

Moreover, as can be seen from Figure 5.3, the change in speed-up factor

)path-N,512,1( RSASHApathf  is more sensitive to the degree of nested certification as compared

to average certificate size. For example, )path-N,512,1( RSASHApathf  is 5.13, where average

certificate size is 5000 and the degree of nested certification is 0.9. For the same average

certificate size, )path-N,1024,1( RSASHApathf becomes 2.68 and 1.82, where the degree of nested

certification is 0.7 and 0.5 respectively. On the other hand, in the case where the degree of
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nested certification is 0.9, )path-N,1024,1( RSASHApathf  becomes 5.60 and 6.18, where the

average certificate size is 4000 and 3000 respectively.

Figure 5.3. The speed-up factors of single subject certificate verification and the NPKI

certificate path verification over the cryptographic certificate  verification and the classical

certificate path verification, where SHA-1 and RSA with 512-bit modulus are used

5.1.5. Analytical Comparison of Subject Certificate Verification and NPKI

Certificate Path Verification Speed-up Factors

As graphically discussed above, the NPKI certificate path verification speed-up

factor is always less than the subject certificate verification speed-up factor for all

certificate sizes and for a given cryptosystem – hash function pair. In this subsection, this

conclusion will be proven analytically. Moreover, it will also be shown that the speed-up

factor for the NPKI certificate path verification only approaches to the corresponding

subject certificate verification speed-up factor.

In order to compare the speed-up factor for the verification of a certificate cert as a

subject certificate with the speed-up factor for the verification of a NPKI certificate path N-
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path, the same cryptosystem c and hash function h are assumed to be used in both cases.

Moreover, the size of cert is assumed to be the same as the average certificate size of N-

path. That means, ( )certS is assumed to be equal to ( )pathN
avgcertS − . The ratio of the speed-up

factor for the verification of a certificate cert as a subject certificate over the speed-up

factor for the verification of a NPKI certificate path N-path is denoted as )path-N,,( chr .

Under these assumptions, )path-N,,( chr  is given by Equation 5.23. The derivation is as

follows.
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As discussed in Section 5.1.3, the degree of nested certification 
pathN

total

pathN
nc

n

n
−

−

 is between,

but excluding, 0 and 1. Therefore, as Equation 5.23 implies, )path-N,,( chr  is always greater

than 1. The implication of this conclusion is as follows.

)path-N,,(),,(
)path-N,,(

),,(
1)path-N,,( 1 chcertch

ch

certch
ch path

path

ff
f

f
r >⇒> ⇒>

That means, the speed-up factor for subject certificate verification is always greater

than the speed-up factor for NPKI certificate path verification. In other words, the speed-

up factor for the NPKI certificate path verification cannot reach the speed-up factor for the

subject certificate verification. This conclusion proves the following theorem.

Theorem 4: Let N-path be a NPKI certificate path with at least one nested certificate

on it. Let cert be a certificate path of which the size is equal to the average certificate size

of N-path. Assuming that the same public key cryptosystems and the hash functions are

used in both cases, the speed-up factor for the verification of N-path is always less than the

speed-up factor for the verification of cert.

Although the speed-up factor is smaller for NPKI certificate paths, there is always

improvement as proven by Theorem 3 and this speed-up factor is greater for the paths with

large degree of nested certification. As discussed in Section 5.1.4, the speed-up factors for
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the NPKI certificate path verification approach to the speed-up factors for subject

certificate verification as the degree of nested certification approaches to 1. This intuition

is proven here. In order to prove it, the limit of the NPKI certificate path speed-up factor

will be calculated as the degree of nested certification approaches to 1.
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The limit given by Equation 5.24 is nothing but the speed-up factor for the

verification of pathN
avgcert − as a subject certificate. Substituting this speed-up factor as given

by Equation 5.3, Equation 5.24 becomes as the following.
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As can be seen from Equation 5.25, the speed-up factor for the NPKI certificate path

verification approaches to the speed-up factor for a single subject certificate verification, as

the degree of nested certification approaches to 1. This conclusion proves the following

theorem.

Theorem 5: Let N-path be a NPKI certificate path and cert be a certificate, of which

the size is the average certificate size of N-path. The speed-up factor for the verification of

N-path approaches to the speed-up factor for the verification of cert as a subject certificate,

while the degree of nested certification of N-path approaches to 1.

5.1.6. Analysis of Nested Certificate Path Verification

The nested certificate path concept has been explained in Section 3.6. The nested

certificate paths can be considered as special NPKI certificate paths on which only the last

certificate is a classical certificate, other certificates are nested certificates. Therefore, for a

nested certificate path, ncpath:

1=ncpath
ccn (5.26)

1+=+= ncpath
nc

ncpath
cc

ncpath
nc

ncpath
total nnnn (5.27)

where ncpath
ccn  is the total number of classical certificates, ncpath

ncn  is the total number of

nested certificates of ncpath. ncpath
totaln  is the total number of certificates of ncpath. Under
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these considerations, the degree of nested certification in ncpath can be formulated as

Equation 5.28.

1+
=
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nc

ncpath
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ncpath
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ncpath
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n

n

n
(5.28)

By using Equation 5.22, the speed-up factor for the verification of nested certificate

path, ncpath, can be formulated as follows.
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As can be seen from Equation 5.28 easily, the degree of nested certification in ncpath

approaches to 1, while the number of nested certificates on ncpath, ncpath
ncn , approaches to

infinity. Therefore, by Theorem 5, the speed-up factor for the verification of ncpath

approaches to the corresponding speed-up factor for subject certificate verification. This

conclusion proves the following corollary.

Corollary 1: Let ncpath be a nested certificate path and cert be a certificate, of

which the size is the average certificate size of ncpath. The speed-up factor for the
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verification of ncpath approaches to the speed-up factor for the verification of cert as a

subject certificate, while the number of nested certificates on ncpath approaches to infinity.

The behavior described in Corollary 1 is exemplified in Figure 5.4 for different

algorithm combinations. In this figure, the behavior of the speed-up factor )pathn,,( cchpathf

versus the number of nested certificates on ncpath, ncpath
ncn , is given. The ht , ct  and the hλ

values of Table 5.1 are used. The average certificate size of ncpath, ( )ncpath
avgcertS , is

assumed to be fixed and 3000 bits for all certificates on the paths.
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Figure 5.4. Change of speed-up factor with respect to number of nested certificates on

nested certificate paths for different algorithm combinations
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As can be seen from Figure 5.4, the speed-up values increase asymptotically as the

number of nested certificates increases. Moreover, the values that the nested certificate

path verification speed-up factors approach are the subject certificate verification speed-up

factors for 3000 bits certificate sizes, which are given by Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. For

example, as can be seen from Figure 5.4, for RSA2048-SHA1 algorithm pair and 3000 bits

certificate size, the nested certificate path speed-up factor approaches to 185. As expected,

for the same algorithm pair and the certificate size, the subject certificate verification

speed-up factor is also 185, as can be seen from Figure 5.1. These results are, actually,

confirmation of Corollary 1.

As can be seen from Figure 5.4, the speed-up factors approach their maximum values

for large number of nested certificates. However, it is not practical to have even hundreds

of nested certificates on a nested certificate path. The practical speed-up factors have to be

analyzed for smaller (like 1 to 8) number of nested certificates. Such an analysis is given

by Figure 5.5. In this analysis, several algorithm pairs are used. The ht , ct  and the hλ

values of Table 5.1 are used. The average certificate size is taken 3000 bits as in the

previous analysis. As can be seen from Figure 5.5, the speed-up factors for smaller number

of nested certificates are not as large as the ones for large number of nested certificates.

However, the improvement is still acceptable. For the cases considered, the speed-up

factors are between 1.87 and 8.94. That means, the nested certificate path verification

performs 1.87 to 8.94 times faster than classical certificate path verification.
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5.2. Simulation based Performance Evaluation

In this section, the simulation results will be given for the relative efficiency

improvement values of the subject certificate verification and NPKI certificate path

verification methods over the cryptographic certificate verification and the classical

certificate path verification methods respectively. Moreover, relative efficiency

improvement of the nested certificate path verification method over classical certificate
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path verification method will be analyzed for short paths. The simulations were performed

on a Pentium 166 computer using the cryptographic library of the SECUDE toolkit [86].

5.2.1. Performance Evaluation of Subject Certificate Verification Method

In this subsection, the simulation results for the efficiency improvement of the

subject certificate verification method over the cryptographic certificate verification

method will be given. In the simulation studies, a certificate, cert, is verified both

cryptographically and as a subject certificate of a nested certificate. For the cryptographic

verification, it is assumed that the correct public key of the issuer of cert is known.

Similarly, for the subject certificate verification, it is assumed that there is a legitimate

nested certificate of which the subject certificate is cert. The important parameters that

effect the efficiency are the hash algorithm and the public key cryptosystem used in

cryptographic verification as well as the hash algorithm used in the subject certificate

verification. The hash algorithm used in the cryptographic verification may be different

from the hash algorithm used in the subject certificate verification. In the simulations, the

RSA [12] and DSA [32] cryptosystems with different key sizes, MD5 [15] and SHA-1 [16]

hash algorithms are used. The size of cert is assumed to be fixed and 300 octets.

In Table 5.2, execution times of cryptographic and subject certificate verification

methods are given for different cryptosystem and hash algorithm combinations. Two

relative improvement measures are used to compare the performances of the cryptographic

and subject certificate verification methods. One of them is the time saving, which

indicates the amount of the time saved by using the subject certificate verification method

instead of the cryptographic certificate verification method. Second improvement measure

is the speed-up factor, which indicates how many times the subject certificate verification

method is faster than the cryptographic verification method.

As can be seen from Table 5.2, there is a remarkable improvement in the subject

certificate verification method as compared to the cryptographic verification. For the
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algorithm combinations given in Table 5.2, the subject certificate verification method is

13.3 to 1587.4 times faster than the cryptographic certificate verification method. The

primary factor that effects the speed-up factor is the public key cryptosystem used for the

cryptographic verification. The reason is that the hash algorithms are much faster than the

public key cryptosystem operations, so that the effects of the hash algorithms over the

execution times and the speed-up factors are not as significant as the public key

cryptosystems. Moreover, hashing is also employed in the subject certificate verification

method, whereas public key cryptosystem operations are not. Therefore, the time spent for

public key cryptosystem operation is the saving of the subject certificate verification

method. That is why the time saving and speed-up factor values are larger for the slower

cryptosystems, like DSA512, DSA1024 and RSA2048.

Table 5.2. Performance values for cryptographic and subject certificate verification

methods
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As can be seen from Table 5.2, there is a significant improvement in the subject

certificate verification method. However, these results depend on the assumption that the

nested certificate for cert is legitimate. Nevertheless, this nested certificate must also be

verified either cryptographically or as a subject certificate of another nested certificate.

This reasoning eventually yields nested or NPKI certificate paths. Simulation results

regarding the NPKI certificate path verification are given in the next subsection.

Simulation results regarding the nested certificate path verification are given in Section

5.2.3.

5.2.2. Performance Evaluation of NPKI Certificate Path Verification

In this subsection, the simulation results for the efficiency improvement of the NPKI

certificate path verification method over the classical certificate path verification method is

given.

In the simulation study, the verification time for a classical certificate path with 5

certificates is compared with the verification time of NPKI certificate paths of the same

length. For each classical certificate path, four NPKI certificate paths are produced with 1,

2, 3 and 4 nested certificates over a total of 5 certificates. Other certificates of the NPKI

certificate paths are the classical ones. Figure 5.6a shows the generic classical certificate

path used in the simulation. Figure 5.6b, Figure 5.6c, Figure 5.6d and Figure 5.6e show the

NPKI certificate paths produced from the classical certificate path with 1, 2, 3 and 4 nested

certificates respectively. Different simulation runs are performed by using the different

combinations of RSA [12] and DSA [32] cryptosystems with different key sizes, MD5 [15]

and SHA-1 [16] hash algorithms. For the sake of simplicity, in a single simulation run, the

same cryptosystem and the same hash algorithm are used for all of the cryptographic

verifications of the classical and nested certificates on the paths. Moreover, the same hash

algorithm is used for all of the subject certificate verifications on the NPKI certificate paths

of a single simulation run. However, this hash algorithm may be different from the hash

algorithm used for cryptographic certificate verifications.
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Figure 5.6. Classical and NPKI certificate paths used in the simulation

Table 5.3. Execution times and time saving values of the verification of classical and NPKI

certificate paths
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Table 5.4. Speed-up factors for the verification of NPKI over classical certificate paths
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As in the subject certificate verification case, time saving and the speed-up factor are

used as the performance improvement measures. The verification times and the time

saving values are given in Table 5.3. As can be seen from this table and Table 5.2, the time

saved by the verification of a NPKI certificate path is greater than or almost the same as

the time saved by the subject certificate verification method of the same algorithm triple.

Moreover, as can be seen from Table 5.3, the time saving values increase as the number of

nested certificates within the NPKI certificate path increases. The reason for this behavior

can be explained as follows. The total number of subject certificate verifications in a NPKI

certificate path is the same as the total number of nested certificates on it. Therefore, if the

total number of nested certificates on the NPKI certificate path is n, then it can be said that

n cryptographic certificate verifications are replaced with subject certificate verifications.

Moreover, since the subject certificate verification time is less than the cryptographic

certificate verification time, the time saving values for the NPKI certificate path
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verification method increase by the number of nested certificates within the NPKI

certificate path.

The speed-up factor values for the same algorithm triples are given in Table 5.4. The

values in this table are calculated using the verification time values of Table 5.3. Table 5.4

shows that the speed-up factors, as the time saving values, are also directly related to the

number of nested certificates within the NPKI certificate paths. However, as can be seen

from Table 5.4, these speed-up factors are not as large as the speed-up factors of the

subject certificate verification case. The speed-up factors, which have been given for the

subject certificate verification method in Table 5.2, would be able to be obtained in the

NPKI certificate path verification method, if all of the certificates of the NPKI certificate

path were verified as subject certificates. However, at least one of the certificates of a

NPKI certificate path must be verified cryptographically as explained in Section 4.3.

Therefore, in the NPKI certificate path verification method, it is not possible to achieve the

speed-up factors of the subject certificate verification method. However, this does not

mean that the NPKI certificate path verification method is inefficient, since the NPKI

certificate path verification method is 1.22 to 4.93 times faster than the classical certificate

path verification method for the example certificate paths considered.

5.2.3. Performance Evaluation of Nested Certificate Path Verification

Nested certificate paths were explained in Section 3.6. Analytical performance

analysis of nested certificate path verification was given in Section 5.1.6. In this

subsection, simulation based performance analysis of nested certificate path verification is

given.

For the verification of a nested certificate path with n+1 certificates (one classical

certificate + n nested certificates), one cryptographic and n subject certificate verifications

are performed. On the other hand, n+1 cryptographic certificate verifications must be

performed for the verification of a classical certificate path of the same length. That means,
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n cryptographic certificate verifications are replaced with subject certificate verifications in

the case of nested certificate path verification. Since the subject certificate verification

method is more efficient than the cryptographic certificate verification, nested certificate

path verification is also more efficient than the verification of a classical certificate path of

the same length. Moreover, higher relative improvement is expected for the cases of larger

n, where n is the number of nested certificates on the path. As a matter of fact, simulation

studies show that the efficiency improvement in the nested certificate path verification

method is directly related to n.

In the simulations, the effect of the number of nested certificates on the nested

certificate paths over the relative improvement is examined. As all other analyses, the

relative improvement measure is the speed-up factor, which is the ratio of the verification

time of a classical certificate path over the verification time of a nested certificate path of

the same length. In other words, the speed-up factor indicates how many times the nested

certificate path verification is faster than the classical certificate path verification. For the

sake of simplicity and uniformity, the same hash algorithms and the same public-key

cryptosystems are used for all of the certificates on the paths. Moreover, the number of

certificates for both classical and nested certificate paths is the same. Eight sets of

simulations are performed; each uses a different pair of public-key cryptosystem (RSA

[12] or DSA [32] with different key sizes) and hash algorithm (MD5 [15] or SHA-1 [16]).

In each set, the number of nested certificates on the nested certificate paths has been taken

in the range of 1 to 8, since these lengths are practical path lengths. Since there is one

classical certificate at the end of a nested certificate path, this range corresponds to 2 to 9

total (including nested certificates and the classical certificate) certificates. The results for

these simulations are shown in Figure 5.7.

As can be seen from Figure 5.7, there is a remarkable improvement especially for

slower cryptosystems, like DSA-512, RSA-2048 and RSA-1024. For the cases considered,

the speed-up factors are between 1.87 and 8.83.
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Figure 5.7. Simulation results for the change of speed-up factor with respect to the number

of nested certificates on the nested certificate paths

5.3. Comparison of Analytical and Simulation Results

As can be seen from Sections 5.1 and 5.2, the general characteristics of the analytical

and the corresponding simulation results are similar to each other. However, the are some

differences between the corresponding analytical and simulation measurements. In this

subsection, these differences and their causes are discussed.
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According to the observations done, the simulation environment causes some

overheads for the cryptographic and subject certificate verification methods. The overhead

is 0.05 – 0.1 msec per cryptographic certificate verification, 0.01 – 0.015 msec per subject

certificate verification. That means, one simulation based cryptographic verification takes

0.05 to 0.1 msec (0.5 to 4 per cent) more than the corresponding analytically computed

time. Similarly, one subject certificate verification takes 0.01 to 0.015 msec (10 to 15 per

cent) more in simulation environment as compared to the analytical calculations.

The reason for these overheads is the implementation overhead. The analytical

values are obtained by considering only the hash calculations and public key cryptosystem

signature verification operations. However, in the implementation, there are some other

operations, like comparisons, subroutine calls, loops, etc. that take time.

The effects of the overheads of the simulation environment over the speed-up factors

are listed as follows.

1. The subject certificate verification speed-up factor, which is analyzed in Section 5.1.2

analytically and in Section 5.2.1 using simulation, is very sensitive to the subject

certificate verification time. Therefore, 10 – 15 per cent overhead in the subject

certificate verification method, which is explained above, effects the subject certificate

verification speed-up factor significantly. As can be seen from Sections 5.1.2 and 5.2.1,

the simulation results are generally 5 to 20 per cent less than the analytical results.

2. On the other hand, more practical results were obtained with the path analyses given in

Sections 5.1.4 and 5.1.6 analytically, in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 using simulation.

Since the NPKI and nested certificate path verification methods include cryptographic

certificate verifications, the corresponding speed-up factors are not sensitive to the

subject certificate verification time as the subject certificate verification speed-up

factors are. The simulation based NPKI and nested certificate path verification speed-

up factors are 0 to 2 per cent less than the corresponding analytical speed-up factors.
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Moreover, the DSA [32] algorithm has an interesting property that causes some

inconsistencies between analytical and simulation results and some irregularities within the

simulation results. This property is that a random number is associated with each message

signed using DSA. Depending on the largeness of this number, signing and verification

times may vary. Sometimes, the verification times become more or less than the expected

values. Moreover, for some cases the analytical results are larger than the corresponding

simulation results. For example, the analytical speed-up factor for the verification of the

nested certificate path with 6 nested certificates using DSA algorithm with 512-bit key

length is 6.89, whereas the corresponding simulation result is 6.84.

5.4. Number of Nested Certificates and Trade-off Analysis

As discussed in Section 4, there are two approaches for the NPKI formation. One of

them is the free certification approach, second one is the transition from an existing PKI

approach. The details of the latter approach are given in Sections 4.6 and 4.7. In the former

approach, everyone is free to choose the certification method. Therefore, the application of

it does not enforce any nested certificate issuance. However, the latter method enforces

nested certificate issuance. The performance improvement analyses for nested and NPKI

certificate path verifications were given in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. However, in order to

obtain nested or NPKI certificate paths from a NPKI, several nested certificates must be

issued. In this section, the analysis for the number of nested certificates will be given.

Moreover, the trade-off between the number of nested certificates and the verification

performance improvement will also be analyzed. For these analyses, the nested certificate

issuance towards end user method of the transition from an existing PKI approach will be

considered. As explained in Section 4.6.1, this method aims to construct nested certificate

paths from each CA/NCA towards the end users in the NPKI.
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5.4.1. Preliminaries

An end user is a user in PKI/NPKI, which does not issue certificates, but has

certificates issued for it. The CAs/NCAs are the users of PKI/NPKI other than the end

users. A singular path is a path with only one certificate. A non-singular path is a path

with more than one certificate.

In the nested certificate issuance towards end user method, each CA/NCA, say A,

issues nested certificates for the certificates that are issued by the CAs/NCAs that A had

certified. The only restriction to the above rule is that no nested certificates are issued for

the classical certificates towards CAs/NCAs, since the aim of this method is to construct

nested certificate paths towards only the end users. The details and an example of the

application of this method were given in Section 4.6.1. Here, the ways to find the number

of nested certificates necessary to be issued are discussed.

The number of nested certificates that must be issued for a single end user is related

to the number of classical certificate paths towards this end user. This intuition is

formalized by the following axiom.

Axiom 1: The total number of nested certificates that must be issued in order to form

one nested certificate path for each classical certificate path towards an end user e in a PKI

is equal to the total number of distinct non-singular classical certificate paths from all

CAs/NCAs of PKI towards e. These non-singular classical certificate paths may overlap,

that is they may have common certificates.

As an example consider the partial PKI in Figure 5.8. In this figure, a partial PKI,

which shows the classical certification relationships for a target entity T, and the partial

NPKI formed by the application of the nested certificate propagation towards end user

method are shown together. There are seven non-singular classical certificate paths
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towards T. By the application of the nested certificate propagation method, seven nested

certificates are added to the PKI and seven corresponding nested certificate paths are

created. Table 5.5 gives these paths.

A6

T

nc2

A5

A4

A2

A1

nc3

nc6

cc1 cc2 cc3

cc4
cc5

cc6

A3

cc9
cc8cc7

A0

nc4

nc5 nc7

nc1

Figure 5.8. An example partial PKI and the application of the nested certificate

propagation towards end user method for a single end user

Table 5.5. Paths in the example PKI and NPKI

Path # Non-singular classical

certificate path

Corresponding nested certificate

path

1 A2,cc4,A4,cc7,T A2,nc5,cc7,T

2 A0,cc1,A2,cc4,A4,cc7,T A0,nc1,nc5,cc7,T

3 A1,cc2,A2,cc4,A4,cc7,T A1,nc2,nc5,cc7,T

4 A3,cc5,A5,cc8,T A3,nc6,cc8,T

5 A1,cc3,A3,cc5,A5,cc8,T A1,nc3,nc6,cc8,T

6 A3,cc6,A6,cc9,T A3,nc7,cc9,T

7 A1,cc3,A3,cc6,A6,cc9,T A1,nc4,nc7,cc9,T
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The total number of nested certificates that must be issued by a CA/NCA is given by

the next axiom.

Axiom 2: Suppose there is a PKI with the set of end user E. The total number of

nested certificates that must be issued in order to form one nested certificate path for each

classical certificate path between a CA/NCA A and the members of E equal to the total

number of distinct non-singular classical certificate paths between A and the members of E.

These non-singular classical certificate paths may overlap, that is they may have common

certificates.

The total number of nested certificates that must be issued in the global network is

related to the total number of paths towards the end users from all of the CAs/NCAs in the

PKI, as formalized by the following axiom.

Axiom 3: Suppose there is a PKI with the set of end user E. A NPKI is required to be

constructed from this PKI such that there will be one nested certificate path for each

classical certificate path towards the members of E. The total number of nested certificates

that must be issued to attain this goal is equal to the total number of distinct non-singular

classical certificate paths from all of the CAs/NCAs towards the members of E. These non-

singular classical certificate paths may overlap, that is they may have common certificates.

5.4.2. Formulation for a Tree Shaped Topology

In this section, the Nested certificate propagation overhead and the average nested

certificate path length will be formulated for a specific tree shaped PKI/NPKI topology.

Nested certificate propagation overhead is the factor of increase in the total number of

certificates. This overhead value is always greater than or equal to 1. An overhead value 1

means that there is no overhead. An overhead value x means nested certificate propagation

increases the number of total certificates x times. The average nested certificate path length
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of the produced NPKI is also important in the analysis, since this value will give the idea

about the efficiency gain for the PKI to NPKI transition.

Two nested certificate propagation overhead values will be formulated. One of them

is the nested certificate propagation overhead to convert the whole PKI into NPKI,

NCPOPKI, which is the ratio of the total number certificates (nested + classical) in the

NPKI over the number of classical certificates in the PKI. Other nested certificate

propagation overhead is for a single authority a. This overhead value, NCPOa, is the ratio

of the total number certificates (nested + classical) issued by a over the number of classical

certificates issued by a. In order to formulate these overhead values, the number of nested

certificates must be formulated. According to the axioms given in Section 5.4.1, the

number of nested certificates is related to the number of paths. The numbers of paths are

specific to the topology of the PKI and it is mostly not possible to formulate them for

irregular graph shaped PKIs. In the graph shaped PKIs, it is also impossible to formulate

average nested certificate path length. Therefore, one should work on regular PKI

topologies. That is why a balanced tree topology will be used in the analysis. The topology

that will be analyzed in this subsection is a k-level m-ary balanced tree. Such a topology is

chosen, since it is straightforward to enumerate the number of paths and the average nested

certificate path length. Moreover, such tree topologies are also common in real life PKIs.

A generic k-level m-ary balanced tree is shown in Figure 5.9. In a k-level m-ary

balanced tree shaped PKI, each non-leaf node issues m classical certificates to their

children nodes and there are k non-leaf node levels.

Let iV  represent the set of nodes in the level i. In a PKI, there are two sets of users.

These are the set of end users and the set of CAs. These two sets are disjoint, the means

they have no common members. In the PKI to be analyzed, the end users are the leaf nodes

of the tree. Therefore, the end user set is denoted as kV . The set of CAs contains other

nodes of the tree. The members of the set of CAs will also act as NCAs in the NPKI.
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Figure 5.9. A generic k-level m-ary balanced tree

Let ii Vv ∈ . As axiom 2 implies, the total number of nested certificates from iv

towards the end users, which is denoted as
ivn , is equal to total number of non-singular

paths from iv  towards the end users. Since there are no non-singular paths from the nodes

in 1−kV  and kV  towards the end users, 
1−kvn and 

kvn values are zero. 
ivn is formulated as

follows.

ivn
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The number of nodes in the level i, which is denoted as iV , is formulated as follows.

i
i mV = (5.31)
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According to Axiom 3, the total number of nested certificates that must be issued to

convert the whole PKI into NPKI is equal to the total number of non-singular paths

towards the end users. Moreover, each node at the same level shows the same

characteristics in terms of nested certificate issuance. Under these considerations, the total

number of nested certificates, which is denoted as PKIn , is formulated as the following.

PKIn k
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By definition, except the leaf nodes (a.k.a. the end users), each node in the PKI

issues m classical certificates. Under this consideration, the total number of classical

certificates in the PKI, which is denoted as PKIc , is formulated as the following.
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Now the nested certificate propagation overhead values will be formulated. For a k-

level m-ary balanced tree shaped PKI, PKINCPO  is formulated as follows.
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Let iv be a node in the ith level of PKI/NPKI and 
ivc be the number of classical

certificates issued by iv , which is equal to m for 1−≤∀ ki , equal to 0 for ki = .

ivNCPO is the nested certificate propagation overhead for iv . 
ivNCPO is formulated as the

following.
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As can be seen from this equation, for the end users, nested certificate propagation

overhead is not applicable, since they do not issue certificates of any type. For the nodes in

one upper level of the leaf nodes (level k-1), the nested certificate propagation overhead is

1. That is, there is no nested certificate propagation overhead, since they issue classical

certificates, but do not issue nested certificates. For the upper levels, the nested certificate

propagation overhead increases as the level number, i, decreases.

Nested certificate propagation overhead is actually the disadvantage of the system. In

order to compare this disadvantage with the advantage of efficient nested certificate path

verification, the average nested certificate path length and the average number of nested

certificates on the nested certificate paths of NPKI must also be formulated. There is one

path to each end user from each level. Therefore, there are k paths towards each end user.

Moreover, the length of each path is only related to the level number. That is why the

average nested certificate path length and the number of nested certificates values are

solely dependant on k. The average nested certificate path length, which is denoted as

NPKIpl , is formulated as the following.
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One certificate of a nested certificate path is a classical certificate. Therefore, the

number of nested certificates on the average length nested certificate path is one less than
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NPKIpl . The number of nested certificates on the average length nested certificate, which is

denoted as NPKInpl , is then formulated as follows.

NPKInpl
2

1
1

2

1
1

−=−+=−= kk
plNPKI (5.37)

In order to analyze the trade-off between the nested certificate propagation overhead

and the nested certificate path verification improvement for a specific topology, one should

calculate the overhead values, which are formulated by Equations 5.34 and 5.35, and

calculate the NPKInpl  value, which is formulated by Equation 5.37. The overhead values

are self-explanatory. However, in order to analyze the nested certificate path verification

efficiency improvement, the analysis given in Section 5.2.3 must also be used together

with the NPKInpl  value. An example of such an analysis is given in the next subsection.

5.4.3. A Numerical Example

In order to give an idea about the dimensions of the trade-off between the nested

certificate path verification improvement and nested certificate propagation overhead, a

numerical example will be given in this subsection. The example PKI topology will be a 4-

level 10-ary balanced tree. The formulations given in Section 5.4.2 will be used here by

substituting k=4 and m=10.

The PKINCPO  value for the example topology is calculated by using Equation 5.34

as the following.
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That means, the total number of nested certificates increases 3.7 times by the nested

certificate propagation towards end user method. However, this overhead is not equally

distributed among the nodes in the PKI/NPKI. The upper level nodes encounter more

nested certification overhead. The overhead for each node in the same level is the same.

Therefore, it is enough to analyze the level based overheads, in order to give the idea about

the node-by-node nested certificate propagation overheads. The nested certificate

propagation overheads, the number of issued classical certificates and the number of issued

nested certificates for the nodes at each level are given in Table 5.6 together with the

number of nodes at that level. Equations 5.30, 5.31 and 5.35 are used for these

calculations.

Table 5.6. Level based nested certificate propagation values

level Number of nodes

in the level

Number of classical

certificates

Number of nested

certificates

NCPO

0 1 10 10000 1001

1 10 10 1000 101

2 100 10 100 11

3 1000 10 0 1

4 10000 0 0 n/a

The advantage of the nested certificate propagation method is the speedy nested

certificate path verification. The measure of this improvement is the speed-up factor as

discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The average speed-up factor in NPKI is related to the

average number of nested certificates on the nested certificate paths. This value for the

example tree is calculated by using Equation 5.37 as follows.
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The improvement due to 1.5 average number of nested certificates can be looked up

at Figure 5.7 of Section 5.2.3. According to this figure, the speed-up factor for the average

1.5 nested certificates is between 2.3 and 2.5 depending on the cryptosystems and the hash

functions used. That is, the average path verification in NPKI is 2.3 to 2.5 times faster than

the average path verification in pure classical PKI.

The trade-off in the nested certificate propagation method for a 4-level 10-ary

balanced tree shaped PKI/NPKI topology is that by increasing the number of certificates

3.7 times, the average path verification becomes 2.3 to 2.5 times faster. Although the

certification overhead is bigger than the efficiency improvement, this trade-off is still

acceptable, since the certificate is issued only once, but the verification can be performed

several times.

An important criticism of the nested certificate propagation method is the non-

uniformity of the nested certificate issuance overhead. Indeed, there is a significant nested

certificate issuance overhead on the upper level CAs of the NPKI, as can be seen at Table

5.6. In classical PKIs, the upper level CAs need not take any action, when a new end user

is added to the PKI or the certificate for an end user is updated. However, in the nested

certificate propagation method, when a new end user is added to the NPKI or the certificate

for an end user is updated, one new nested certificate must be issued at each level. These

characteristics can be considered as the disadvantages of the nested certificate propagation

method. However, there are motivations to use this method that are listed below.

1. Assuming that each CA/NCA holds the certificates that it has issued, the worst case

(for the top level CA/NCA) storage requirement for the nested certificates is in the

order of 10 Mbytes, which is quite acceptable.
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2. The nested certificates are issued once, but they are used to verify nested certificate

paths several times. Therefore, the overhead is once, but the gain several times.

3. The NPKI is built over the PKI and the classical certificates of the PKI are still existing

in the NPKI. Therefore, there are always the classical backups of the nested certificate

paths in NPKI. Consequently, nested certificate propagation can be considered as an

off-line process. The authorities may issue nested certificates at the idle times. During

the initial set up time or when a new end user certificate is issued or updated, the

verifiers may use the classical certificates until the nested certificate propagation is

completed.

4. Actually, the classical CA servers are mostly idle and their utilization is small, since

their classical certification loads are not so significant and they must be dedicated

servers because of security reasons. By the nested certificate propagation method, their

utilization increases.

5. Although the nested certificate issuance overhead seems to be significant, the example

NPKI can be set up in 3-5 hours without interfering the normal PKI operations. Such a

set up time is acceptable. This set up time tends to increase for bigger PKIs and the

nested certificate propagation becomes useless. For example, the set up time for a 4-

level 20-ary balanced tree shaped PKI is 2-3 days. For such large PKIs, the bottleneck

is mostly due to the top level CA, since it must issue lots of nested certificates itself.

For these cases, nested certificate propagation can be considered for sub hierarchies.

That means, the top level CA does not issue nested certificates, but the CAs of its sub

hierarchies do. This approach can be recursive such that if the sub hierarchies are also

big, the nested certificate propagation is applied for its sub hierarchies.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, a new certification scheme, nested certification, is proposed. Nested

certification is an alternative certification scheme that allows flexibility in both certificate

issuance and certificate verification. A nested certificate is a certificate to certify another

certificate. The certificate that is certified via a nested certificate is called as subject

certificate. Subject certificates can be either classical or other nested certificates. A nested

certificate gives restricted assurance and it can only be issued to certify a single certificate.

Moreover, the authorities need not trust the subject certificate issuers. Therefore, the

certificate authorities may prefer to issue nested certificates instead of classical certificates,

where there is limited trust information. In this way, some extra certification relationships

can be constructed and these extra relationships allow additional certificate paths for the

verifiers.

Verification of a certificate as the subject certificate of a nested certificate is named

as subject certificate verification. The subject certificate verification method is also

described in this thesis. Moreover, it has been proven that verification of a certificate as a

subject certificate has the same confidence as the classical cryptographic verification of the

same certificate.

The most important advantage of the nested certification scheme is the efficiency of

the subject certificate verification method. Verification of a subject certificate via a nested

certificate does not require public key cryptosystem operations. It only requires hash

computation and comparisons. Therefore, compared to the cryptographic certificate

verification method, subject certificate verification method is more efficient. This fact has

been proven analytically. Moreover, the analytical formulation of the relative speed-up

factor of the subject certificate verification time over the cryptographic certificate

verification time has been derived and this speed-up factor is graphically analyzed. The

factors that effect the speed-up factor are the certificate sizes, hash algorithms and the

public key cryptosystems employed in the verifications. The analyses have been done for

different combinations of RSA [12], DSA [32] cryptosystems and MD5 [15], SHA-1 [16]
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hash algorithms. Moreover, different certificate sizes of up to 6000 bits were used. It has

been observed that, for the cases considered, the speed-up factor range is between 8 and

3000. On the other hand, the typical certificate sizes are 3000 to 4500 bits. The speed-up

factors for the typical certificate sizes are between 10 and 1220, depending on the

algorithms used. The speed-up factor tends to decrease as the certificate size increases.

Moreover, simulation studies have been performed for different cryptosystem and hash

function combinations, but for 3000-bit certificate sizes. The simulation results have

shown that, the subject certificate verification method is 13.3 to 1587.4 times faster than

the cryptographic certificate verification method depending on the cryptosystems and the

hash functions used. The simulation results are 5 – 20 per cent less than the corresponding

analytical results, because of implementation overheads.

In this thesis, the design of a X.509 based PKI, which incorporates both classical and

nested certificates, has also been presented. Such a PKI is called Nested certificate based

PKI (NPKI). It is shown that the usage of nested certificates in NPKI does not cause

significant incompatibilities with the standard X.509 certificate structure. Therefore,

embedding the nested certificates into the X.509 certificate system would not be so

difficult.

Two construction models in NPKI are proposed. The first one is called the free

certification model. This model allows organic growth and it is the natural way to

construct NPKI from zero. In this model, if a CA wants to give less assurance or if the trust

information is not sufficient, then the CA may prefer to issue a nested certificate instead of

a classical one. There is no enforcement here. The certification authorities of the NPKI are

more flexible than the ones of other PKIs, because they have the alternative of issuing a

nested certificate for the cases where they cannot issue a classical certificate. Such

flexibility is the primary advantage of this model.

Another advantage of the free certification model is the efficiency of certificate path

verification. The certificate paths obtained in this model are NPKI certificate paths. In

NPKI certificate paths, the nested certificates are used together with classical certificates.
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The total number of subject certificate verifications in a NPKI certificate path is equal to

the number of nested certificates on the path. On the other hand, all of the certificates of a

classical certificate path are verified cryptographically. Therefore, the usage of nested

certificates in the NPKI certificate paths always improves the efficiency of the path

verification as compared to the classical certificate paths of the same length. This fact has

been proven analytically. Moreover, analytical formulation of the speed-up factor for the

NPKI certificate path verification time over the classical certificate path verification time

has been derived and this speed-up factor has been analyzed. This analysis has shown that

the speed-up factor is directly related to the number of nested certificates on the NPKI

certificate path and inversely related to the average certificate size of the path. Moreover,

the speed-up factors for both subject certificate verification and NPKI certificate path

verification methods are compared analytically. It has been concluded that the speed-up

factor for the NPKI certificate path verification is always less than the speed-up factor for

the corresponding subject certificate verification. The reason for this fact is the effect of

the cryptographic verification(s) in the NPKI certificate path. Moreover, simulation studies

were performed to analyze the behavior of the speed-up factor under different

cryptosystems and hash functions. In the simulations, certificate paths with five certificates

were used. The number of nested certificates among these five certificates is different in

each run. Moreover, different cryptosystem – hash function pairs were used in the

simulations. These analyses have shown that NPKI certificate path verification method is

1.22 to 4.93 times faster than the classical certificate path verification method as far as the

example certificate paths and algorithms are considered. Moreover, it has been shown that

the verification of a classical certificate via a NPKI certificate path has the same

confidence as the cryptographic verification of it.

The second NPKI construction model is called transition from existing PKI. This

model forces the CAs to issue nested certificates to the certificates that are issued by their

neighbor CAs in the PKI. The outcome of this model is having a nested certificate path for

each classical certificate path towards the end users in the PKI. Nested certificate path is a

special case of NPKI certificate path, on which all of the certificates are nested certificates

except the last one. The last certificate of a nested certificate path is a classical certificate,

since it is used to certify the target entity of the path. The speed-up factor for the nested
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certificate path verification is formulated and examined analytically. This analysis shows

that the speed-up factor asymptotically increases as the path length increases. The speed-up

factor approaches to the corresponding subject certificate verification speed-up factor, as

the number of certificates approaches to infinity. Although nested certificate path

verification performs better for long paths, it is not so practical to obtain such long

certificate paths from NPKI. Practical results are obtained from the analyses of the nested

certificate paths with 1 to 8 nested certificates and by using different cryptosystems and

hash functions. These analyses are done both analytically and by simulation. Simulation

results have shown that, for the cases considered, nested certificate path verification

performs 1.87 to 8.83 times faster than the classical certificate path verification. Analytical

results show similar characteristics.

Another important advantage of the transition from an existing PKI model is that the

trust structure of PKI is not spoiled by nested certification. On the other hand, the average

verification time is improved significantly as discussed above. However, to attain such

improvement, numerous nested certificates must be issued. That means, there is a trade-off

between the verification improvement and the nested certificate issuance overhead. This

trade-off is also analyzed. A generic balanced tree PKI model is used for this analysis. The

number of nested certificates is formulated for the nested certification overhead. Average

nested certificate path length is formulated in order to look up the corresponding speed-up

factor. It has been observed that, for a 4-level, 10-ary balanced tree shaped PKI, the

average path verification speed-up factor is between 2.3 and 2.5, depending on the

cryptosystems and the hash algorithms used. However, the number of total certificates

increases by 3.7 times. The most important overhead here is the fact that this certification

overhead is not distributed uniformly among the authorities. Upper level authorities

encounter more nested certification overhead than the lower level ones. However, these

overheads are tolerable in order to improve the path verification time.

In all of the speed-up factor analyses, it has been observed that the speed-up factors

are larger for slower public key cryptosystems. The reason for this behavior is the fact that

the public key cryptosystem operations are not used in the subject certificate verification
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method. In this way, the numerators of the speed-up factors become larger for slower

cryptosystems. The hash algorithms also effect the speed-up factor, but they are not as

effective as the public key cryptosystems. Contrary to public key cryptosystems, the speed-

up factors and the speed of the hash functions are directly related, since the hash operations

are performed in both subject and cryptographic certificate verification methods.

To summarize, in this thesis a new nested signature based certification scheme,

nested certification, is proposed and its applications in PKIs are examined. Moreover,

analytical and simulation based performance analyses are performed, in order to show their

efficiency improvement in the verification processes.

6.1. Future Work

The nested certificates can be adopted into X.509 standard as discussed in Section

4.8. However, a more detailed and formal design must be done in order to carry out this

adoption. This design can be realized as a possible future work.

As another direction for research, the design of NPKI can be extended to detail

nested certificate issuance policies. These policies can be developed for both free

certification and transition from existing PKI models. Moreover, NPKI is general. As

another further research area, the concepts of NPKI can be adopted into specific

applications (like E-mail, electronic commerce, electronic payment, etc.) to use nested

certificates in their PKIs.

Nested certificate revocation has not been detailed in this thesis, since it is strongly

believed that this is wide area of research and does not fit into this thesis. However, the

intuition is that nested certificates need not be revoked, since they do not directly certify a

public key. When a classical certificate, which is certified via a chain of nested certificates,

is revoked, these nested certificates automatically become useless. However, these issues
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must be analyzed in more detail. Moreover, the use of nested certificates for classical

certificate revocation list signing can also be a future research area.
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF ACRONYMS

AH Authentication Header

CA Certification Authority

CDC Certificate Distribution Center

CMS Certificate Management System

CRL Certificate Revocation List

DAP Directory Access Protocol

DASS Distributed Authentication Security Service

DES Data Encryption Standard

DNS Domain Name System

DSA Digital Signature Algorithm

DSS Digital Signature Standard

ESP Encapsulated Security Payload

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

IBIP Information-Based Indicia Program

IDEA International Data Encryption Algorithm

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IKE Internet Key Exchange

IP Internet Protocol

ISAKMP Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol

ISO International Standards Organization

ITU International Telecommunications Union

ITU International Telecommunications Union

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

MCRL Minimal CRL
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MD4 Message Digest 4

MD5 Message Digest 5

NCA Nested Certification Authority

NIST National Information Standards Institute

NNTP Network News Transfer Protocol

NPKI Nested certificate based PKI

PEM Privacy Enhanced Mail

PGP Pretty Good Privacy

PKCS Public Key Cryptography Standards

PKI Public Key Infrastructures

PKIX Public Key Infrastructure for X.509 certificates

RFC Request for Comments

RSA Rivest, Shamir, Adleman,

S/MIME Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions

SAProxies Self Authentication Proxies

SDSI Simple Distributed Security Infrastructure

SET Secure Electronic Transaction

SHA-1 Secure Hash Algorithm 1

S-HTTP Secure HyperText Transfer Protocol

SPKI Simple Public Key Infrastructure

SSL Secure Socket Layer

UCA User Certification Authorities

URL Uniform Resource Locator

USPS United States Postal Service

W3C World Wide Web Consortium

WWW World Wide Web
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